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The Racers finished
the week with a
record of 4-2 after
two home wins
and a loss at
Indiana State.
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A new highway is coming
to town, and may just bring
new business with it.

lNG

southbound lane construction.
which began in July. will be
later than expected.
!though the U.S. 641
"They told me it would be
con'>lruction has slowed done before the end of Novemtraffic in Murray. city ber 2001. but obviously it didn't
officials say they are happen," Gray said. ''I'm antichoping the project's ipating May to get the four
completion will acceler- lanes back open."
ate the economy's growth.
Gray said the. delay i s not
John Willium~o--; Murray-Cal- because of nny specific probtowny County Chamber of lems in the construction.
Commerce director. .said he
"Wishful thinking mnybe."
believed the changes being Gray said. "We've had no real
made to the highway will have a problems on the job. They just
tremendous economic impact.
haven't gone as quickly as they
"When you think about it , may have hoped for."
you ' re g oing to have a road ••
Additionnl
c ons truc tion
when it's eventually finhhctl. already underway off of U.S.
going from 1-55 in Missouri all 641 will expand U.S. 68/Ky. MO.
the way to 1-65," Williams said. creating a four-lane highway
"Even though it's not an inter- from Mayfield to Aurora, Gray
state-type highway, it will have said .
unlimited acce..s . It's gomg to
Williams said immediate ecobe like n bulls-eye between nomic growth may not occur,
interstate 24. 40, 55 and 65: '
but the change:; to the highway
Jim Gray, branch manager for are expected to bring new busiconc;truction in district one for nesses to Murray.
the Kentucky Department of
"I think they're probably
Transportntion.
said
the waiting to ..ee when the road
changes being made to U.S. 641 will get finished and how these
will improve the alignment of other
stores
are
doing,"
the roadway.
Williams said. "I think there are
''The southbound lanes of the a lot of factors that will. a year
highway are being reconstruct- from now or two years fmm
ed to match the northbound now. come into place when the
lanes." Gruy said. "Now, it ' s road's finished that will probagot traffic nil messed up. All bly entice these businesses to
traffic is in the north bound come into Murray.
Janes."
Gruy .said traffic prnblems
will continue through winter News Editor Jason Billingsh•y
because completion of the contributed to this story.
BY MARCI OWEN

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

A

(Above) With the construction of the
extended U.S. 68/Ky. 80, which will connect to U.S. 641, Murray's city officials
are expecting increased tourism to help
the city's economic growth. The path
that has been cleared for the highway
can be seen for miles.
(Left) After a construction delay on U.S.
641, Kentucky Transportation Department officials do not expect the project
to be completed until May. The construction is expected to improve roadway
conditions.
Photos by Usa Lawrason/fhe News

Alexander petitions
Frankfort for respect
BY JASON 81UINGSLEY

News EorroR
Murray State's theme song in
Frankfort might be the Arctha
Franklin classic "Respect...
At Tuesday's Faculty Senate
meeting. University President
King Alexander related hi-. struggle to get legislators
in Frankfort to recognize the success
Murray State has
gained in recent
years.
Alexander
expres.,ed difficulty
in compelling state
legislato~ to look
beyond the '"Golden
T riangle," the theory
that Frankfort. Lexington and Louisville run the leg·
i~lative agenda to benefit only
those areas, especially in the higher education arena.
'That's why we have to inuntfute Frankfort with our successes
and show them our results becausc
we are nut afraid of them.··
Alexander "aid . "We're a very
accountable institurion. and we

..

but he said he has now heard talk
of redesigning the survey because
the University of Louisville
ranked near or at the bottom in
almost all categories, and the University of Kentucky cnnsistently
ranked behind Murr.1y State.
Alexander said the University is
having problems publicizing its
uccomplishment!i
~tatewide . He .said
.. • The politics of this are legislatnrs
and
really getting messy. It's administrators from
not always about the issue; central and eastern
Kentucky had said
it's about the people the bornh threats in
involved in the issue. ""
May and November
and tbe anthrax hoax
i"n October were all
King Alexander
they had heard about
Univcr,ity Pn:1.idcnt
Murray State recently.
degree graduates of the ta.... t two to
"That's when the "(Luuiwille)
four years. gave Murray Stale the Courier Journal" or the '"( Lexinghighest mting of comph!tely snti!'.- ton) Herald-Leader" decide 10
licd or somewhat !>Utbfied alumni cover us:· Alexander said. ''I've
out of all !>tate public in-.titutions. learned there · ~ not a lot of advoThe Universitv runked first or sec- cate-. for Western Kentucky inside
the CGoldcn) Triangle. We huve to
ond in 17 of
('alcgories.
Alexander :-.aid he was promised significantly improw on ktting
the survey would be publio;hed on
the CPE Web .site in NO\emtx!r,
see FACULTY /17

need to let them know what we're
doing.''
Alexander said one example of
how the ··Golden Triangle'' might
be working is the delay in publishing the results of the Council on
Postsecondary Education's recent
alumni-satisfaction survey. The
!>Urvey. which polled bachelor-

i3

Job market presents options
for MSU's December grads
"( )ur

~raduates

BY JASON BILLINGSLEY
NEWS EDITOR

Students gmduating in December and May who are worried
they may not have done enough
to prepare to work in the "real
world" still have opportunities
and option<; available to them .
Ross Meloan, director of
Career Services, o;aid if students
are not prepared to enter the job
market. there are some options to
help them develop job opportunities down the road. Meloan said
hb major suggestion is that stu·
dent!> get an internship or co-op
immediately after graduation
while they :.earch for a permanent job.
"We might be able to help with
that. even a<; late as it i,,.. Meloan
said. "A lot of our kids who have
started ( intem~hips or co-ops) or
will begin them in January 2002
set those up in September or
early October. But there are still
some (opportunities) that are
probable."
Meloan .. uggested getting
started with a temporary service
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agency. He said agencies can get
your foot in the door with a company for a period of weeks or
months and can help with opportunities for full-time employment. A third option Meloan suggested was enrolling in graduate
school until the job market
improves.
If litudents already have done
the advance work needed to enter
the job market. Meloun said it is
likely they will rind a job regardles)> of their lield, despite the
state of the economy.
Meloan said companies are
being more .selective about to
whom they offer positions, and
some have set GPA requirements
for all new hire!>. Meloan said
~tudents" Murray State educations should offer job opportunitie.;.
"The beauty of it is, our gradu·
ate'> have degree .. from a wellknown institution of education,"
Mcluan said. "Our graduates are
known, respected and sought
after:·
Meloan said more than 900
students and I 0 I companies par-

ticipated in October's fall Career
Fair, which demonstrated the
qualuy of Murray State graduates.
"There are people who go to
place!'. where they know they can
get jobs; that's what's happening
here.'' Meloan .suid.
Meloan said while the Murray
State product is good, limitations
graduates put on themselves
could hurt them in the job hunt.
for example. recently married
couples. Mcloan said newlyweds
who still have a spouse in school
or n hard tie to western Kentucky. northwest Tennessee,
southern Illinois or ~outheast
Missouri might have problems
finding a job. as the job market in
the surrounding area is very tight
right now.
"There are jobs out there, you
just have to be willing to allow
yourself to go where the market
is." Mcloan said.
In the Nov. 30 edition of
··spotlight Online," a biweekly email newsletter from the Nation-

see JOBS /17
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Senior art exhibition
on display until Dec. 15
The BA/BS Senior Art Exhibition will be on display in the Eagle
Gallery upper level of the Doyle
Fine Arts Center during the last
weeks of school.
The exhibition's opening reception is from 5 to 7 p.m. tonight in
the gallery. It will be on display
until Dec. 15.
Artists included in the show
are Timothy Green, Matthew
Hall, Susan Krieb, Pat Mulcahy,
Derek Price, Gene Snowden,
Stephen Strait, Molly Varner,
Adam Weckman and Thomas
Williams.
The gallery is located on the
sixth floor of the Doyle Fine Arts
Center and is open from 8 a.m. to
4 p.m. Monday through Friday,
until 9 p.m. Tuesday an~ Thursday and from 1 to 4 p.m. Saturday
and Sunday.

Student organization sells
ceramics to raise funds
The ceramics students will be
selling ceramics from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. on the Curris Center second floor.
Proceeds from the sale will
help bring in visiting artists and
assist the students in attending
the annual National Ceramics
Conference.

Free Racercanls available
in exchange for old IDs
Students will be able to get

free MSU IDs made from 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. today in the Racer
Card office on the Curris Center
first floor.
Students must have their old
Racercards to get a free ID.

Louisville band to sell
Recreational facilities
CDs in Cunis Center
extend hours of operation demo
The Bryan Fox Band, whose
The campus recreation facilities' hours of operation have
been extended for student use.
The Regional Special Events
Center has regular walking and
recreation hours from 7:15 a.m.
to 11 p.m. Monday through Sunday unless otherwise posted.
The fitness centers in the Curris Center and Hart College are
open until 10 p .m. Monday
through Sunday.
Stables in the Curris Center is
open until 10 p.m. Monday
through Sunday.
This initiative is the first of
several to make campus facilities and programs more accessible to the students.

Ceremony to remember
World War II veterans
The department of history
and the College of Humanities
and Fine Arts are sponsoring
"World War 11: Recognition
and Remembrance" at 4 p .m.
today in Pogue Library.
The ceremony will recognize
World War II veterans on the
60th anniversary of the attack on
Pearl Harbor. The guest speaker
will be Charles Roland, a histori-

tl1e

murray
~state

an and lecturer.
For additional information,
contact Duane Bolin at 762-2231
or the Humanities and Fine Arts
dean's offke at 762-6936.

. newsJ

first single was the top-requested single in Louisville, will sell
demo COs from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Tuesday in the Curris Cen ter.
COs are $12. If 100 CDs are
sold, the band will play in Murray.

Louisville Internship fair
beneficial to all majors
Greater Louisville Inc.-The
Metro Chamber of Commerce
invites all students to attend the
Louisville Links Internship Fair
from 1 to 5 p.m. Dec. 19 in the
Hurstbourne Hotel Conferen ce
Center on 9700 Bluegrass Parkway.
The fair is free and will enable
students to network with
employers offering internships
and jobs in the Louisville area.
Employers w ill seek candidates
ln all majors. Resumes will be
accepted.
For more information and a
list of all participants, e-mail
Nrasm ussen@Grea terLouisville.com.

Campus Briefly is compiled by
Marci Owen, assistaut news editor.

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Life: 762-4480
Opinion: 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
Advertising: 762-4478
Fax: 762-3175
E-Mail: thenews@murroystote.edu

Thank you to our many advertisers
who advertise each week and value
the economic impact the campus
community has on our region.

•Police Beat
Thursday, Nov. 29
2:44 p.m. A subject reported

finding a capsule in the Doyle
Fine Arts Building.
2:47 p.m. A leak was reported in
a Blackburn Science Building
room.
2:47 p.m. A leak was reported in
a Springer College room.
4:27 p.m. A leak was reported in
a Hester College room.
5:37 p.m. A leak was reported in
a Mason Hall room.

Friday, Nov. 30
12:28 p.m. A caller reported the

strong smell of marijuana coming from a Regents College
room. Housing issued an alcohol
violation.
10:22 p.m. A citation was issued
for an improper start at 16th
Street and Hwy. 121.

Saturday, Dec. 1
10:17 a.m. The parking sign for

the Elizabeth College president
had been dug up, and a vehicle
was parked in the space. The
owner of the vehicle was asked
to move the car.
2:50 p.m. A report was made
regarding missing property from
the Curtis Center T-Room
kitchen.

Sunday, Dec. 2
2:45 a.m. A subject came to Public Safety to report his vehicle

was stolen from the Wal-Mnrt
parking lot.
8:59 a.m. Caller contacted Public
Safety looking for his wife's
vehicle because she had npt
returned home that night. The
caller asked Public Safety to
check the Saturdays parking lot.
Public Safety told the caller to
contact the Murray Police
Department. The vehicle and the
wift• were found, and the caller
said they would resolve the
domestic matters.

Monday, Dec. 3
6:26 a.m. During a traffic stop,

the driver told an officer that he
was a physician rushing to the
hospital for a patient in the
Intensive Care Unit. The officer
issued a verbal warning for
speeding and disregarding n
stop sign.
9:39 a.m. A University employee
reported he had received a vulgar message at 3 a .m. in the
Industry and Technology Building.
1:18 p.m. A bike was stolen from
Faculty Hall. A report w.ts taken.
4:36 p.m. Two subjects threw a
stick at a transformer behind the
General Services Building causing a power outage. A report
was taken.
5:11 p.m. A caller reported that a
person who had been banned
from Richmond College was
climbing in a window of the col-

lege.

Tuesday, Dec. 4
10:24 a.m. A laptop was stolen

from the Applied Science Building. A report was taken.
3:18 p.m. A University faculty
member reported that a female
subject in Faculty Hall had
become irate nnd begun yelling
at several faculty members. The
female was gone upon officer
anival .

Wednesday, Dec. 5
12:17 p.m. Someone reported a
suspicious odor coming from a
Regents College room. An officer
reported that student was burning incense.
7:25 p.m. A student's mother
called conce rned because the
phone in her son's Regents College room had been busy since
the previous night. lbe student
was contacted and said his
phone was off the hook. He was
told to contact his mother.
11:06 p.m. An officer contacted
the owner ot a vehicle that was
wrapped in plastic in the White
College lot.

Motorist assists - 5
Racer escorts - 4

Police Bt~at 1s compiled by Marci
()-u;m, assistant llt!WS editor, from
materials prollideti by Public Safety.
All dispatched calls 11re notlisted.

" The Murray State News" sbives to be the University communi·

ty's source for lnfonnatlon.
'
Our goal is to present that infonnation In a fair and unbiased

HEN
EWS.or
J
lllurr.l\ ...t.l\('
t'nli
11~\\.,

manner and also provide a free and open forum for expreulon and
debate.
" Tbe Murray Sute News" offers a hands-on learning environment
f or tbose students interested in joumaHsm or other fields rea.ting
to the prOductloll of .......per.

The campus press shotald 'be free from censorship alld

.tvaac:e

approval of copr, and, tts editors should be free t o devetop their

own editorial and news policies.

Think you've got
what it takes?

We encourage our readers to support
our advertisers as they seek to recover
from the impact of Sept. 11.

Shop before you head home
for the holidays!

Charles Schulz
Gary Larson
Jim Davis
Scott Adams

Insert your name here.

The Murray State News is looking for a cartoonist willing to take on
one cartoon a week in our opinion section. Requirements: Drawing
ability, good work ethic and an ink pen. A sense of hutnor helps,
too. Oh, yeah, and there's money involved.

returnsJan. 18,2002

Sound enticing? For more information, call 762-4468 and ask for
Erin Richards or Loree Stark.
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Western Kentucky fanners get
benefits from tobacco settlements

American Airlines pilot
to be buried in Arlington

PADUCAH (AP} ·Some western Kentucky farmers will receive funds from the state's Tobacco Settlement Trust to begin projects aimed at lessening
dependence on tobacco production.
The money from the state's portion of the tobacco
selllement is earmarked at 65 percent for regional and
statewide projects and 35 percent for projects in individual countie~ ba~d on their tobacco dependence,
said Penny Cline, spokeswoman for the agricultural
policy office.
One of the largest awards in the stale, around
$940.000 in grantc; and a S3.8 million low-interest
loan, will go to Ballard, Calloway, Graves and Hickman counties to ~tart the Kentucky West Nursery Coop. which will grow ornamental trees for the wholesale nursery market.
The Purcha~e Area Aquaculture Co-op will get
$100,000. With 56 members raising grain-fed catftsh
in more than 400 acres of water. the co-op's plant tillets and free;r.es 5,000 pound~ of fish daily for sale to
local re~tauranrs and groceries.

Fort Campbell soldiers killed when
hit by U.S. bomb in Afghanistan
WASHINGTON (AP) - Three American soldiers
were killed and 19 wounded in Afghanistan Wednesday when a bomb launched from an Ajr Force B-52
bomber missed ill> target The friendly-fire accident
produced the worst U.S. casualty toll of the war.
The Pentagon initially reported that two were
killed. Spokeswoman Victoria Clarke later said one
of the injured soldiers had died en route to a hospital.
She had no details on the 'eriousness of the other
injuries.
The accident raised to four the number of Americans killed in combat in Afghanistan. Four others
died in accidents,
Clarke said the incident occurred north of Kandahar, the l:bt Taliban stronghold.
The munition dropped by the B-52 was a 2,000pound satellite-guided bomb caUed JDAM. or Joint
Direct Attack Munition - and was meant to hit Taliban troops, Pentagon spokesman Lt. Col. Dave
Lapan said.
He said the bomb landed about 100 yards from the
U.S. troops, but he was not cenain the exact location
of the intended target. To be safe. a person should be
at lea~t 1.300 yardo; away from the explosion of a
bomb that si1.e, he said.
Some of the American casualties included special
operations soldiers from Fort Campbell. home of the
5th S~ial Forces Group.
The names of the killed and wounded were being
withheld pending notification of their families.

ATQ
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•world

WASHINGTON (AP) · Pollowing a
government reversal. the pilot of the
American Airlines jet that terrorists
crashed into the Pentagon will be
buried at Arlington National Cemetery.
Charles Frank Burlingame Ill will be
buried Dec. 12 at Arlington. said Whtte
House national security spokesman
Sean McCormack. Army officials
announced Wednesday morning that
they had reconsidered an earlier decision denying Burlingame a plot in the
cemetery.
Burlingame new Navy jets for eight
years. served several tours at the
Navy's elite Top Gun school and later
in the Naval Reserve. But the Army
and the cemetery decided that
Burlingame, 51, wa•m't eligible for
burial there because retired re~ervbts
must tum 60 before admission. The
Washington Post reported in its
Wednesday editions.
The FBI told Burlingame's family
that he died of injuries sustained before
the plane hit the Pentagon, the newspaper said.
Military .officials want to honor
Burlingame but Arlington has strict
rules because space there is limited.
Col. Jim Allen, a spokesman for Am1y
Secretary Thomas E. White, was quot·
ed by the Post a~ -;aying. White made
the ruling on the burial requl!l>t, the P1>st
said.

Bush to commemorate
Pear1 Harbor anniversary
WASHINGTON (APJ- U.S. Pre~i
dent George W. Bush today will commemorate the 60th anniversary of the
Pearl Harbor attack aboard an aircmft
carrier at Nortolk Naval Station in Virginia.
The commander in chief will address
U.S. military personnel aboard the USS
Enterprise. The focus of his speech will
be the war in Afghanistan, said White
House press secretary Ari Aeischer.
Next Tuesday, Bush will deliver an
address marking the three-month
anniversary of the Sept. II suicide
hijackings over Washington. New
York: and Pennsylvania. Fleischer said.
On Dec. 7, 1941, the Japanese

attacked Pearl Harbor, killing 2,390
and plunging America into World War
II.

Player in Clinton scandal
faces foreclosure of home
COLUMBIA. Md (AP) - Linda
Tripp is facing foreclosure on the
home where she recorded the telephone calls with former White House
intern Monica Lewinsky that triggered
the impeachment of President Clinton.
CitiMongage Inc. filed a foreclosure action in Howard County Circuit
Court against Tripp late lnl>t month,
noting a mortgage balance of
$116,098.61. including late chargell
and interest.
Attorney Joseph Murtha, who
defended Tripp in the state's unsuccessful prosecution on wiretap
charges, said she hasn't lived in the
house for months, and has been out of
work since she was fired from the
Department of Defense.
Tripp surreptitiously taped recordings of Lewinsky confiding a sexual
relationship with Clinton. Tripp lost
her job at the Pentagon after she
refused to resign like other political
appointees on the last day of Clinton's
term, her lawyer has said. The
Defense Department said her termination letter was routine and that she was
not singled out.
"It's been vel)' difficult for Linda to
focus on where her career goes from
this point in her life," he said. ·
Tripp. who now lives in Middleburg. Va., had hoped to find another
government job. but has not been
rehired. Munha said.
She had rented out the Columbia
house for a while after moving. but the
house is currently unoccupied. Murtha
said Tripp hopes to resolve any issues
with the mortgage and possibly sell
the house on her own.
Tripp earned nearly $100,000 a year
as a public affairs ~pecialist at the
Deli!nse Department's Defense Man(>0\\ler Data Center in Arlington, Va.
She had been in a civil service job in
the White House under former President Bush before getting a political
appointment, pay raise and new job at
the Pentagon in 1994.

Pakistan plans to send.
refugees to camps

Over the past week. thousandc; of
refugees have poured out of the
southern city of Kandahar, the la~;t
still controlled by the Taliban
Islamic militia.

ISLAMABAD. Pakistan (AP) Pakistan said Wednesday it would
round up Afghans living in its
cities and send them to refugee Gennan foreign minister
camps, snying a new interim government in Afghanistan will pave wants help for Afghans
BERLIN (AP)- Germany's forthe way for their return to their
eign minister Wednesday urged a
homeland.
After 22 years of war in group of major donor countries to
Afghanbtan. about 3 million ...send a strong signal" that they
Afghans live in Pakistan, only 1.2 will help rebuild Afghanistan after
million of them in refugee cam~. leaders agreed on a new adminisPakistan gave no details of its tration. while the United Nations'
move, \\lhich was likely to create envoy on the country warned them
chaos in the country's Afghan the hardest worlc lies ahead.
The two-day meeting was
community.
Refugee official Naeem Khan scheduled before talks on
said more than 600,000 unregis- Afghanistan•s political future were
tered Afghans live in cities in the arranged the hilltop Petersberg
Northwestern Frontier Province hotel in Koenigswinter, Germany,
alone. adding that many of them where groups on Wednesday
signed an agreement to shape
live in affluent areas.
Gen. Rashid Quereshi, the Afghanistan•s future.
The donors' meeting brings
spokesman of Pakistan's militaryled government, said the success together 15 countries - including
of U.N.-sponsored talks in Ger- the United States, Russia, Japan
many, where four factions agreed and France - along with the EuroWednesday to form an interim pean Commission. United Nations
government. is likely to pave the organizations and the international
way for the return of Afghans liv- Red Cross.
Germany currently chairs the
ing in Pakistan.
Quereshi said the government group and the United Nations diswill announce the details soon. but tributes its aid The German Foreign Ministry says it doesn't
gave no deadline.
Interior ministry officials said expect specific financial contribuAfghans living in Pakistan's most tions at this week's meeting.
Germany estimates that some
important cities. including the capital of Islamabad and the largest dlrs 6 billion will be needed over
city. Karachi. would be removed the next five years to rebuild
Afghanistan.
in a first stage.
U.N. humanitarian chief Kenzo
Khan said no refugees will be
sent baclc until conditions are right. Oshima noted that, so far, pledges
Most of the refugees came to have been received for only half
Pakistan in the 1980s when the the $600 million needed for emerSoviet
Union
occupied gency aid in Afghanistan between
Afghanistan. After the collapse of October and March. He urged
the communist regime in Kabul m quick moves to implement the
1992, more than I million refugees agreement from Koenigswinter
and end "factional tensions and
returned home.
But othe~ remained in Pakistan general lawlessness" that are hin·
as Afghanistan plunged into a dering aid distribution.
In Brussels, the European Union
vicious circle of infighting among
promised prompt aid following
its own factions.
The new lighting. which Wednesday' s pact to create a new
accompanied a U.S.-led military administration headed by an anticampaign launched Oct. 7, Taliban battlefield commander.
sparked a new refugee movement. Hamid Kanai.

What: do Pre&ident: Bush, Rick
Pit:ino and David Let:t:er111an
have in CDIIIIIlDni'

.

Planning is to be discussed in
mid-December in a conference in
Brussels. Belgium. with the first
donor's meeting to be held in
Tokyo in January.
The World Food Program has
warned of a looming humanitarian
catastrophe in the country and
believes that as many as 1.5 million Afghans f&.-e hunger this winter.

Bush deciding whether
to expand war into Iraq

WASHINGTON (AP) - Two
decades ago, President Ronald
Reagan •.vas faced with the choice
or rolling back communism in
Central America or revitalizing the
faltering U.S. economy. He chase
the Iauer.
Echoes of that debate are reverberating these days as President
George W. Bush weighs his own
foreign and domestic policy priorities. He is considering an expansion of the anti-terrorism campaign beyond Afghanistan, with
Jr.aq emerging as a possible next
target, against a competing goal of
tixing the economy.
Powell, after meeting Wednesday with Turkish Foreign Minister
lsmael Cern, said Bush has mado
no decision.
"lne president has indicated for
a long time that we are concerned
about Iraq as it tries to de.,·elop
weapons of mass destruction:
We're doing everything we can to
keep it from getting sucb weapons.
We also know that Iraq is a sponsor of terrorum over the years~
And that continues to be a concern
of ou~." Powell said.
·
Turkey. a neighbor of Iraq, is
concerned that the entire region
could be destabilized if the United
States attacked lffi4.
But Bu!>h suggested last week•
that he was becoming impatient
with Saddam Hussein's refusal to .
allow U.N. weapons inspectors .
back into Iraq. Asked what await- '
ed Saddam if he didn 'I back down,·
Bush replied. "He' ll find out"
World Briefly is compiled by
News Editor Jason Billingsley.
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Sculptor-inresidence Ed
Breathitt (far
right) leads a
meeting
for
next
semester's Memorial
Design class.
(From left to
right),
Nick
Helton, senior
from Murray,
Damon Harris,
senior
from Metropolis,
Susan
O'Brien, assistant art professor
and
Jake Heustis,
senior from
Louisville.
attended the
meeting.

K
Should students be
allowed to carry cell
phones in school?
"No,
because it's
very
disruptive at
that age."
DANA H AIIIIIS
freshman. Paris

"Yes, many
classrooms
don't have
phones, so
they are
necessary for
emergencies."

New class deserves praise
Our View
Issue:
A 9-1 I MEMORIAL
DESIGN CLASS

N ICk SAINATO

junior, Greenvrlle

WILL BE OFFERED
NEXT SEMESTER.
POSITION:
THIS CLASS GIVES

"No
'
because it
distracts
students
from their
work."

..

STUDENTS NEEDED
HANDS-ON
EXPERIENCE IN
CREAnNG AND
PROMOTING A
CREATIVE PROJECT.
V ANACI.A 8AANER

After dragging themselves out of bed jects are essential for learning, but group
to attend that darn math class. some stu- creativity and working toward a common
dents will question, "When will I ever goal more accurately reflect a career
environment.
use these skills in the real world?"
But this will not be the case for stuThe class is also unique in its effort to
dents planning to take the 9-11 Memori- draw students together from different
al Design class next semester.
backgrounds. While first seen strictly as
Visiting sculptor-in-residence Ed an art class, marketing the monument is
Breathitt will lead the class in designing also essential. so journalism and marketand promoting a memorial in honor of ing students are welcome to enroll.
the Sept. II tragedy.
Rarely do the students in the communiInnovative and creative classes such as cations department get a chance to interthis one help students respond to current act with l\tudio art folks. especially in a
issues in society and apply their skills Lo classroom setting. Now they will join
a more inclusive project Individual pro- forces to create a remembrance for a

national tragedy.
Murray State may be located far from
terrorist activity, but the interest in the 9ll Memorial Design class shows support
here for the Trade Center victims is still
strong.
The University should be commended
for supporting a unique class that will
give students practical experience while
simultaneously creating a tribute to a
national disaster.
The students enrolled m the class
should be commended for their enthusiasm in working toward a <.:ommon goal
in honor of thejr country.

freshman, HopkJnsvflle

Kids don't need phOnes

"No,
because it's
disturbing to
the class."

In My

Opinion
0AV10 fREE
fiJtli(J(, uvermore

"Yes,
hecause I
had one in
high
school.''

ERIN
RICHARDS
"REPEALING
BANS ON CELL
DEMETRICK W ESTIROOK

freshman, Ft Lauderdale, Fl.

PHONES MAKES
SENSE IN THE

WAKE OF

.
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Sometimes I really detest modem
technology. rm not alway:. prepared
to deal with a wurld run by computers, digital enhancements and hightech machines.
Other people are. When the cellphone rage begun five to ten years
ago, my family \\a" slow to catch the
technological lr:Jin . When we tinally
did get one, it wa~ for the parents. not
the children. My brother and I had
gotten along line without a personal
phone for our entire youth: why did
we need one nnw?
Besides wanting one to be "cool .'' a
phone wasn't necessary when I was in
elementary and middle school. and
even my early high school )ears. I
thought the wealthy parent.' in my
hometown who granted their children
the gift of ncces"ibility were just
throwing their money around.
I wrote commentaries in my highliChool paper about people who

abused the cell-phone privilege; talk·
ing on phonelo about nonsense while
they shopped at the mall or allowing
rhe device to ring in the movie theater. I thought it appropriate our state
education board banned all cell
phones, pagers and beepers in school.
However, cell phones proved their
usefulness in crisis situations after
becoming vital communication lines
for alerting police or relatives during
the Columhine and Sept II tragedies.
Public pre:.~-ure has now lead many
state~ to repeal bans on cell phones in
~;chool. making it easier for parents
and kid~ to reach l!ach other in an
emergency.
With images of filth gmders walktng around at recess with phones
stuck to their ears, I was mitially hesitant to support such an ac.:l. I under·
stand emergencies occur, but it
seemed like people were just looking
for an excuse to allow youths more

•••

until now

freedom to cany electronic device:. in
a school environment.
Repealing bans on cell phones
makes sense in the wake of Sept. II ,
but only with well-enforced guide·
lines.
I. Cell phones should remain
turned off whenever a student is on
campus. That means before school,
during breaks, during lunch and after
school. until the student leaves campus.
2. Cell phones and pagers should
also continue to remaan out-of-sight to
administrator!~ and other student,.
There is no reason for these devices to
be seen in school. except in the case
of an emergency.
Although New York. Oklahoma.
Missouri and Maryland have repcalc::d
their bans, California has not Drug
trafticking became a bigger prohkm
ther~. with 51 out of 8 I :;choob
reporting some student-; were Uliing

cell phone~ to ~ell drug~ in 19!!6.
Butumes have changed. Of course
some student-. still sell drugs, but
repealing <:ell-phone bans won't
encourage or discourage their uctions.
\Vhile businessmen need the con·
venience of a cellular phone. I'm
more concerned with the overall
effect of pennitting .student~ to carry
a luxury device in a school setting.
Kids need to be learning to divide. not
playing hrick attack in the hack of the
clas~mom . They need to be running
around ut recess. not <:omparing
ringer types hy the jungle·gym.
With proper regulations. I think cell
phones could exist 4uietly in a school
setting. It's just sad our 'oci~ty ha!> '
reached a point where thil> kind of
uvailability j,.. sumetamcs tragically
necessary,
Erin Richards is the opinion editorfor
'The Murray Stare New~...

Jesus drives a 'Vette; will share wealth
In My

Opinion

RYAN
BROOKS
"WHY IS IT SO
DIFFICULT FOR
CHRISTIANS TO

BELIEVE

Goo

IS

GOOD AND
WANTS TO DO

EVERYTHING

HE

CAN TO MAKE
THEM HAPPY?"

I was recently given a car. Nut ju~t
any car. but a tive-,peed ~ports car.
J'm not paying any attention a'i the
odometer roll" past 239.000 miles
thb wee._. I love it, and it' s in great
shape. It is really a ble~sing.
Tht:re'li only one problem: this
totally messes up lhl! plans for my
futun: that I had already talked about
with God. I had alwa> planned on
getting a Range Rover when I got
older. Now I can't. I ha\e to get ;1
Corvette in,tead. So a~> not to me:-.s
up too many plan,, I wid my girlfriend und someday wife-to-he she
could have the Range Rover.
I thought God and I were on a
first· name ba~''· and I could ho:ar
him pretty clearly. I' m not perl~ct,
but I like to think that God and I have
a pretty good rdationsh1p going after
four year,, I might be wrong. though.
Soon after expre,sing my belief
that God would one day .\Upply my
Corvette, I was told by friend' thai
he would mo~• delinllely not. I wao;
told that God didn' t work that "ay.
1 hat he drdn' t .:are
I Objef.:l.
It dbtresses me to hear rhat peopk•
don't think God care~ uhout rhc little
thing... The Bible 'n) s he ha~ :1 num·
ber for ~:tch lme uf the hair~ un my

head. It o;ays !hat if I tollow him, he
will give me all of my heart's
desire~. My experience '>how)\ the
exact opposate of my friends' sentiments. God docs care about the little
stuff.
Why 1~ II ..,n difficult for Christians
tu believe God is good and wants to
do e\'erything he c:1n to make them
happy'? I'm lipe:tking generally here.
obviou:.ly, hut I think pessimism is a
huge problem among most Christiano;. Everything I've ever read in
the Bible talk., about how much God
love-, us, how much he wants to bless
u:.. how much he cares about everything we do 111 C:\Cil think about
Why do some Christian., have 11uch
a diflkull time grasping that con(Cpt'~ M.tny of my fellow ~lievers
would r.uher hclie\'e God is again:.!
them than that God is with them.
That' s cuntrary to everything the
Bible say.... Cind is our htgge..,t advocute.
An illu~tration goe-.. along with
thi<. line of thought When we think
ol good parents, trnage' of ~ecurity .
love and cncouragenu:nt come to our
heads right along with thoughts of
discipline and direction. It' ' all ::a part
of 1he pa~kage . Good father' and
rnuther:. \\Ill do anything lhcy can to

make sure their kids are happy.
Along with that comes a cl!rtain
responsibility. If parenL'> know that
'>Omething their chtld is about to do
will be detrimental to them, they abo
do everything they can to stop it.
This may sound like a very utopi·
an view of parenthood. but that's just
it. God is the perfect parent He doc~·
n't make mistakes or had judgment
calls. He's the perfect parent with the
perfect plan for our live-. all mapped
OUL
Just a.' good parents want lo
reward their child for good behavior.
God wanto; to bless us when we do
thing.., hi' way (That way happen" to
be the perfect way: see previous 'lenIence)
If I show God through my acrions
that t want to do everything I can to
make him happy. he will do likewise.
That promise fit\ perfe~:tly into the
Corvette dilemma.
I agree God doesn't care too much
about Corvette;. That'). exactly why
he dne<>n't care abou1 ghing me one.
It'.; JUst a hunk ot metal to htm.
I don' l find it difficult ro believe
God would give me u Corvette some·
da} I don't need a Corvette m the
... tightest, and CllUid get around tm~ n
ju't ~~~ well ~ith nl) witi:' s Range

Rover or a Ford Escort for that matter. God knows that I wouldn't stop
serving him if he didn' t give me one.
He also know" I really like
Conettes.
I will continue to serve God and do
my be~ot to make him happy. I wtll do
whatever I can to maJ...e him happy
with me. I will continue to tell everyone I J.;now about how good my God
is to me. If God give~ me a Corvette
along the way. I will u'e it to tell
even more people about how good he
is.
The dny ;tl'tcr my friends told me
God didn' t M>rk that ""Y· that he
didn't care about that kind of 'tuff. I
wa.., drivin!! through Draffenville and
a Corveue urove up hcstde me. Its
license plate read: 2GOO 10. I took
that a' an answer to my request via
licen~e plate. (The Lord works in
my ... terious way<;.)
You can take it u~ you wish, and
I' II e-mail the photo L1> you when I
get horne from the Cof\'elle dcall!r.
Lord. you continue to amaLe me.
Thanks for C\'erything.

Ryan [_.•r Bmok\ i.' the wwciate edi·
tor fur the "Mza my Stme Nt•ws. ..
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Board of ·Regents misses mark••• again
In My
Opinion

WINFIELD

Rose
"THE BOARD
REMAINED
SILENT WHEN
THE FACULTY
BROUGHT
DISTINCTION
TO THIS
UNIVERSITY."

First. I want to thank the many people who
responded to my commentary in the Sept 28, 200 I.
issue of this newspaper regarding the presidential
selection process.
I have received nearly tOO telephone calls, e-mails.
letters and personal contacts. The most gratifying are
those from students, alumni and townspeople whom
I do not know, and every one has been oveiWhelmingly positive.
The Board of Regents would, no doubt, lilce to
characterize me as an isolated malcontent, a lone
wolf minority of one. but that would simply be another one of its delusions. Its members do not comprehend how much they have damaged their reputations.
both individually and collectively.
Second, I want to congratulate and commend "The
Murrny State News" opinion editor Erin Richards for
her courageous and insightful commentary on the
proposed student timess center in the October 12
issue. fl is utterly delusional to think the state of Kentucky is going to give us $IO million for a "fun-dome
play place," given current conditions in the state and
nation because "now it's time for Murray State to get
its share."
Such a notion is ridiculous beyond description.
Moreover, with the departure of the Boy Scout Museum. it has been announced that Beshear Gymnasium
is now available for use. lf it is determined Murray

~ --.r ~\{\O"N ~\ s

State University will dry up and blow away without a
fitness center, why can't the old museum be converted into such a facility? Why do we have to construct
a new building?
As a matter of fact, the theme of emphasizing
wants rather than needs. identified by Richards. goes
a long way toward describing our recent past.
Someone wanted, but we did not need the fence
around Stewart Stadium. Someone wanted, but we
did not need, the brick and stone arches at the
entrances to Stewart Stadium. Someone wanted, but
we did not need, the cobblestone bOrders around
flower beds. Someone wanted, but we did not need
the new street lights on 12th Street. Someone wanted,
but we did not need; the new entrance to and fa~ade
on the North Business Building. Someone wants, but
we do not need, a new alumni center.
And on it goes. Meanwhile, departmental operating budgets have not increased in more than 20 years,
funds for faculty travel to professional meetings and
for purchasing library books have been cut ,and our
health insurance fund is running out of money.
Yes. lots of things are nice. A new $45,000 Cadillac Escalade would be nice, but I do not need it and
cannot atTord it. My wife and I used our money to
rear and educate our children. Now we are preparing
for retirement. We know the difference between
needs and wants, and this University and its leader-
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ship need to Jearn the same. It's called "putting ftrst
things ftrst."
Because of a budgetary shortfall, Gov. Patton has
required us to hold back 5 percent of this year's
appropriation. If the costs of the above-listed frivolities were totaled, I wonder how close that sum would
come to the 5 percent.
Third, "It shows our people are doing their jobs,
and they should be commended for it." These were
the words of Board of Regents member and Marshall
County Judge-Executive Mike Miller as quoted on
the front page of the Oct. 10 issue of the "Murray
Ledger and Times." Miller was talking about the
recently-published results of a survey conducted by
the Kentucky Council on Postsecondary Education
among recent undergraduate alumni of the state's
eight institutions of higher education. Accountability
was the theme, and the Council was investigating
what our graduates thought of us.
t
Murray State's graduates thought rather well of us.
Of 16 measures, we came in first on II and second
on four. Our lowest ranking was fifth, library and
research servtces, and there we were four points
behind first place. Of our four second-place finishes,
we were one pomt from a tie for first on three and
four points from first on one.
We should be careful not to go overboard comparing ourselves to our sister institutions because some

In My
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LISA
lAWRASON
"REALLY,
DEPRIVING
CHILDREN OF
THE SANTA
MYTH GIVES
THEM A
GREATER
CHRISTMAS
ALLURE."

"0 come, o come Emmanuel
And ransom capti1•e Israel
That mounts in lowly exile here
Until the son of God appears
Rejoice, Rejoice!
Emmanuel shall come to thee 0, Israel"

'Glory to God in the highest •
And on earth peace and goodwill toward men!'"

A baby bom to pay the ransom price to free his
captive people. The son of God. A holy promise,
prophesy fulfilled. A reason to celebrate.
Why does our society search for more at Christmas? The myth of Santa Claus takes children's
attention away from the one reason to celebrate
Christmas: the birth of Jesus.
Santa is a lie (sorry to spill the beans for aU you
believers out there). Telling children Santa is real
and pretending to hear !>leigh bells on the roof on
Christma~ Eve deceives them and takes away true
Christmas joy.
Our world doesn't need Santa at Christmas (or
any time for that malter). It's unfortunate that some
parents think they deprive their children of something when they don't go along with the Santa
Claus tale.
The glow of a child is evident on Christmas Eve
as they anticipate what they will behold under the
rree the next day. But it's a false glow.ll soon fades
as the hours after Christmas morning pass and toys
breruc or children become bored with them.

"And suddenly there was with the angel a multitude of heavenly host praising God and saying:
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KATHLEEN
PRICE
"INDIVIDUALS
GET COLDS OR
THE FLU WHEN
THEIR IMMUNE
SYSTEMS ARE
NOT WORKING
PROPERLY."

If you have ever had the flu, most
likely, you would not mistake it for
the common cold. The flu, or intluenza. is a respiratory infection caused by
three different types of viruses: A, B
and C.
Particles of the flu virus can be
spread directly from coughing or
sneezing. and indirectly from infected
towels, telephones. dishes, glasses,
etc.
The common cold is also a respiratory disease caused by more than 200
viruses. Like the flu virus, the cold
viruses can be spread through the air.
In addition, you can catch a cold by
rubbing your eyes or nose after coming in contact with someone who has
a cold or by touching something the
person has JUSt held.
Symptoms of the flu occur suddenly and include a fever of 102 to 104
degrees, chills, generalized aches,
fatigue, headaches and a dry cough.
Ordinarily, the fever decrea~es on the
second or third day.
The common cold comes on gradually over a day or rwo. Generally, you
develop a runny or stuffy nose, sneezing and a sore throat Many time:. you
may have a cough, mild achiness and
a low-grade fever. All of these symptoms are considered mild when compared to the flu.
rn most cases, flu symptoms last
from one to five days. However. the
fatigue can last from one to two
weeks. The flu is considered conragiou~ for three to four days after the
symptoms appear. Colds usually last
seven to I 0 days.
Individuals get colds or the tlu

when their immune system is not
working properly. This can be
because of excessive stress, lack of
sufficient rest, ove!Work, a poor diet
or a depressed immune system.
The most important treatment for
colds and flus is drinking a lot of clear
fluids and resting. Antibiotics are not
effective against flu or cold viruses.
To avoid becoming sick, wash your
hands frequently and keep them away
from your face. Also, avoid sharing
personal items with other individuals.
To keep your resistance up, eat wellbalanced meals, obtain an abundance
of rest, avoid becoming over-stressed
and exercise regularly. If you smoke,
quit. Smoking damages the air passages, making them more prone to
infections.
The flu vaccination is available m
October and November. This vaccine
is not for everyone. so individuals
need to check with their health-care
provider before receiving it.
The inactivated vaccine should be
given six to eight weeks before the flu
season begins in order to stimulate
enough antibodies to prevent infection
or reduce the severity of the illness.
December is the beginning of the
nu season, which extends through
March. Health Services diagnosed
two cases last month. The staff at
Health Services is available to help
with any concerns you may have
about your health or any health-care
issue.

Kathleen Price is rhe associate director/or Health Services.

Winfield Rose is a professor ofpolitical science.

'Santa' unneeded in true
Christmas celebrations

k

Sickness season will soon
arrive; taking care of flu,
cold symptoms necessary

of the differences are not statistically significant. On
the other hand, on four of the measures we are ahead
of second place from five to nine points. Whatever
"spin" one might wish to put on it, on all of the measures involving faculty we do very well. As Mr.
Miller put it, our graduates think we are doing our
jobs. This was worth a full-page ad in last Sunday's
"Paducah Sun."
Regent Miller also mentioned something else,
however. He said, " ... and they should be commended for it." He may believe this, but he does not
believe it strongly enough to propose a motion to that
effect for the Board to consider. (Perhaps he feared it
would die for the lack. of a second.)
The result is the Board of Regents remained silent
when the faculty brought distinction to this University (which is certainly more than can be said for the
Board itself). This is not surprising because the Board
and our former president seldom missed an opponunity to show their disrespect and contempt for the faculty.
This would have been an excellent and most welcome opportunity for the Board to have begun a rapprochement with the faculty. but it chose not to do so.
It has missed the mark again.
So, tell me, which group has the better record?

Really. depriving children of the Santa myth
gives them a greater Christmas allure.
What could possibly be more enchanting than
ordinary shepherds on the outskirts of Bethlehem
watching over sheep when an angel appears and
tells of the Messiah's birth? And what could possibly be more enchanting than wise men following a
star to the home of Jesus after studying the prophesies about his birth?

"For unto us a child is born,
Unto us a son is given."
Aside from Jesus being the promised Messiah,
God orchestrated his son's birth with all the elements of a great story. And the best thing about this
story is that it's true! Your parents don't even have
to lie to you for this one. lids.
Sorry, folks. but Santa just doesn't measure up.
His imaginary bowl full of jelly and nose like a
cherry have no place in the birth of Jesus. He is no
more than a make-believe character who detracts
from the true reason to celebrate.
Jesus can stand alone, Santa. He doesn't need
your help.

Usa Lawrason is a copy editor for "The Murray
State News. "

New coach for UK players
tops Christmas list desires
In My
Opinion

ERIC
DAUGHERTY

HALL I WANT
FOR CHRISTMAS
THIS YEAR IS A

NEW HEAD
COACH FOR THE
UNIVERSITY OF
KENTUCKY
MEN'S
BASKETBALL
TEAM."

Dear Santa,
I reali~e you are busy getting ready for your
upcoming journey at the end of the month, however, this letter will not take up much of your
time. My Christmas wish may seem too farfetched to fulfill. but you are my last hope.
All I want for Christmas this year is a new
head coach for the University of Kentucky
men's basketball team.
I have no personal grudge against Orlando
"Tubby" Smith. Tubby did a wonderful job at
bis previous universities, Tulsa and Georgia,
respectively. But the excitement and energy of
the players and fans at the University of Kentucky has somehow slowly disappeared.
Every October since I was old enough to
remember, the buzz began. You could hear fans
young and old saying things such as, "Have you
heard about the new freshmen class?" or "I think
we could go all the way this year." Then there
was a season when a coach and his son put the
UK men's basketball program in hot water.
which later led to NCAA probation.
Almost like a comic book. our hero arrived to
save the day. Instead of wearing a cape. he wore
an Armani suit and a RoleJt. Every season during tpe Pitino era, UK fans saw improvement in
the win/Joss columns, and every season better
recruits were signing the dotted line.
Then, one glorious day in March of 1996. it
happened. For the first time in 18 years, the
national title wa!> back in Lexington. If you are
like any other hard-core Wildcat fan, you
believe the title should be in Lexington at the
end of every March.
The 1997 campaign also looked great for the
Wildcats. By the end of March Madness that
year, the Kentucky Wildcat!> fell short in the title
game against Arizona. Shortly after. our hero in
Armani decided to head East. Coach Pirino took
a job in the NBA with the Boston Cehics.
The start of the 1998 season brought about the
next leader to take the Wildcats to the top.
Orlando "Tubby" Smith walked into a team full
of Pitino recruits. This team didn't have "AllAmericans" or "All-stars." They were 10 to 12
guys who worked hard and knew how to play as
a team. By the end of the season. the title was

::::=:

back in Lexington for the second time in three
years.
Shortly after the celebrations ended and the
championship trophy was placed in its case,
some speculations began. Could Tubby Smith
win a title without Pitino's recruits? Would
Tubby be able to recruit the players needed to
defend our national title'? Only time would tell.
I personally decided to give Tubby a chance.
After all, he did bring us another title. But after
two and a half seasons, my patience is wearing
thin. Yes, the win/Joss column is three and one.
but the Wildcats haven't played a high-powered
team this season. This team looks sloppy on the
court, and there isn't any energy. I hope this
means they just haven't gelled yet.
What's going to happen when the Cats face
Duke. Indiana and Louisville in an 11-day period starting Dec. 18? Those teams are already
playing well and look good on the floor as a single unit. In my opinion, Tubby just can't get rid
of the monkey on his back.
To all of you reading this thinking. "Hey, your
hero in Annani is back in the state. Why don't
you root for the Louisville Cardinals?'' My
response to that is. I do root for the Cardinals,
except when they are playing against the Wildcats of Kentucky.
I wish coach Pitino and his troops the best of
luck. Jf the title can't be in Lexington at the end
of March, I would rather see it in Louisville thnn
anywhere else.
Santa. back to my request, I would hate to see
anyone lose his job during the holidays. However, I think another snazzy dresser working in
Florida would look great on the sideline leading
a pack of Wildcats to countless victories.
If you can't bring Kentucky a new coach,
could you at least see if there is another national title in your big bag of goodies? Just have one
of your elves drop it off at the Final Four in
March.
Sincerely,
Eric

Eric Daugherty is a senior Radion. V. major
from Madisonville.
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College relocates to Alexander Hall
BY ADAM MATHIS
CONTRIBUTING W RITER

After more than a year of construction,
Alexander Hall is the new home of the College of Education.
The Alexander Hall concept was developed in 1998. Construction of the bualding
began in early fall of 2000. Funding for the
project was allocated by the state general
ao;sembly in 1998, in part. because of namesake former University President Kern
Alexander's effons.
The final cost of building and furnishing
Alexander Hall was approximately $7.5 mi1lion, said Jack Rose, dean of the College of
Education.
"Quite frankly, all of the credit goes, 1
think, to Dr. Alexander in recognitio n of the
importance of teacher education and the need
for more appropriate faci lities," Rose said.
Planners visited the University of Kentucky's Library for ideas in designing
Alexander Hall. Several of the technological
concepts came from UK's library. Those
concepts include wireless technology and
"smart boards." Smart boards are large wallmounted computers.
The designers of Alexander Hall also visited Indiana University, where all faculty are
located on one floor.
'This gives our faculty a very, very convenient way of working together," Rose said.
Rose said the new education building was
needed because of the inadequacies of Wells
Hall.
'This College of Education had gotten a
hand-me-down facility, which is a good

Greg Wurth!Gue~t

Kelly Purcell, senior from Mattoon, Ill., places books on a shelf in Alexander Hall,
the new College of Education building, on Saturday.
facility in a lot of ways. hut it wasn't necessarily the best thing for thl! College of Edu·
cation or for teacher-l!ducation programs."
Rose said.
Kelly Purcell. a student worker from Mattoon, Ill., said the building was an improvement.
"It's a lot nicer over here: it looks more
professional." Purcell said.
Education classes were dispersed throughout campus during construction of the new
education building.

Most of those classes will now meet in the
new building.
"All of the College of Education classes
that require regular classroom facilities will
meet in this building," Rose said.
Overall, only minor disruptions occurcd in
the move from Wells to Alexander Hall.
' 'Really. (moving has) been as smooth as it
cun possibly he.'' Rose said.
Rose said only minor work remains
uncompleted in Alexander Hall and thal
!'>hould be done soon.

----

'
Greg Wurth/Guest

Tom Lough, assistant professor of adolescent care and special education,
moves his belongings into his new office in Alexander Hall on Saturday.

University begins holiday festivities with Hanging of the Green
BY EMILY BLACK
COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

The holiday season has finally
arrived, and decorations can be seen
all around town. Murray State's
campus is no exception.
On Sunday, Murray State began
its holiday celebration with the annual Hanging of the Green.
"Everything went wonderful this
year," said Josh Rose. Residential
College Association president.

Tlze

"Attendance was high and the activities went well."
The Hanging of the Green has
long been a tradition at Murray State,
although it was brieny suspended in
1998 because of a lack ot interest on
campus. However, the Hanging of
the Green was revived on campus
after a new focus was found for the
event.
"Up until two years ago, Hanging
of the Green was more of a community event," said Jim Saurer, Curris

Mlli·J·cL)J

Center director. ''Back then we
focused on getting more of the community involved, and al one time we
had huge crowds at the event: however, as local churches began having
more event~. we saw our attendance
decline."
Baurer said the Hanging of the
Green is now focused more on the
students and residential colleges and
ICJ>s on the outside community.
"It is hard to compare attendance
between the two bcc:mse they are

very different events," Saurer said.
"We were plea...,ed with attendance at
this year's event though."
Ro!>e said this year's event had
many activities that followed with
the usual Hanging of the Green tradition.
The Hanging of the Green began
with student readings of two Christmas classics: '·Twas the Night
Before Christmas" and "Yes. Virginia. There is a Santa Claus."
The Voices of Praise choir also

performed five holiday songs at the
Hanging of the Green ceremony.
"They were so awesome." Rose
said. ..They were just great this
year."
The Voices of Praise choir was
followed by the lighting of the
Christmas tree by Savannah Alexander. University President King
Alexander's daughter.
.Hanging of the Green also M!rved
as the awards pre:.entmion for the
decorating comest among the resi·

dential colleges.
Richmond College was awarded the
first place award in the holiday decorating contest: White College won
second place: and Springer/Franklin
won third place in the conte~t.
Rose said the Hanging of the Green
was a successful event Lhis year and
plans already have been staned for
next year's event.
Said Saurer: ··Hanging of the
Green wac; very well organized and
everything went very well this year."
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Additional restaurants affect pre-exisiting businesses
Bv MARCI OwEN
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

While the growing number of re!)taurants in Murray has boosted the city's
economy while giving residents more
choices. some establishments have e"perienced a negative impact.
With the upcoming addition of restaurants such as El Patio, Huddle House and
Ryan's Family Steak House, the surge of
competition may hinder the sales of previously established restaurants.
Darrin Nigh tengale. Dutch Essenhaus
assistant manager, said business has
slowed with the numerous new restaurants in town.
"With more restaurants that are in
town, we've noticed a decline In customer count," Nightengale said.
Nightengale said he did not believe the
absence of alcohol sales at Dutch Essenhaus has had any effect on their business.
"It's not because we don·t serve alcohol, it's just the amount of restaurants
that are in town now," Nightengale said.
"Our customers that come here, most of
them weren ' t a drinking crowd anyway."
C huck Wynn, Pagliai's Pizza and Italian Restaurant owner. said his restaurant
also has experienced a decline in customers because of new establishments.
"Our population base hasn't grown.
and the average person has an X number
of dollars to spend for e ntertainment,
such as dining out. in a given time."
Wynn said . " Now that people have more
choices, they go other places. They're

Anthony O rr/Guest

Construction workers work on constructing the building which will eventua lly hold Ryan's Steakhouse in November.
still our customers; they're just not com tog as often. They have a lot more
opportunity."
Other businesses have remained unaffected by the growing number of restaurants.
Adam Carver. S irloin Stockade Fami-

Jy Steak House owner, said its sales arc
the same, if not better. than last year's.
'"The ti rst month of Ocwber we wen~
off ~lightly. but I don't believe it was
because of alcohol sales or new restaurants," Carver said . ..1 believe it was
becau~e of the Sept. II events and the

economic impact of that. Our sales were
up about 'five percent in November as
compared to the same period last year."
Lottie Moss. Boulders' Cafe. J ava
House anu Creamery manager, said they
have not 'cen negative effects with
increased competition.

"lt might have increased our sales. if
anything, because there are some people
who don' t want to be associated with
those restaurants (that serve alcohol)."
Moss said.
Carver said although there are more
restaurants from which customers may
choose, he believes the growth of Murray in regards to retail and restaurant
opportunity has made Murray more of a
regional dn..w.
''People in surrounding counties are
choosing to come to Murray instead of
Paducah nnd C larksville and other
places," Carver said.
John Williams. Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce director.
said representatives from new restaurants in town. such as Applebee's Neighborhood Grill and Bar, seem pleased
with the reception they have re..:eived .
''I'm probably not overstepping my
boundaries to say they are probably
ahead of where they thought they would
be at this time."
Williams said representatives of some
city businesses expressed a belief that
that the addition of the new restaurants is
helping Murray's economy all around by
keeping residents within the city to dine
out and shop.
"What we want people to do is stay
here and support the people that s upport
Murray State and Murray High and Calloway High and all of the others,"
Williams said. "That ' s our whole goal
right there.··

News Editor Jason Billingsley contributed to this story.

Liquor vote for country club passes Hart College residents receive
STAFF REPORT

In a special election that drew very
few voters to the polls. voters in Murray Precinct No. 6 voted 45-28 Tuesday to allow alcohol sales at the Murray Country Club.
•
The country club. which has recently
adopted the corporate name of Murray
Golf Course Inc., took ad vantage of a
law passed by the 2000 Kentucky Genera l Assembly that allowed the sale of
alcohol by-the-drink at golf courses.
The golf-course option was related to
the "'Restaurant Referendum" passed in
Murray last year, which allowed
restaurants to serve alcohol by-thedrink.
The statute states a local-option election for the limited sale of alcoholic
beverages may be held in any voting
precinct that contains a 9 or 18-hole

golf course that meets United States
Golf Association standards.
Unlike restaurants. wh ich are
required to have a seating-capacity of
100 people and derive 70 percent of
their business through food purchases.
the only restriction to the sales by golf
courses accord ing to the statute is the
USGA requirement.
The golf course will, however. be
required to follow the process restaurants did to start serving alcohol.
The golf course will have to apply
for a city and state liquor license and
publish a notice in the "Murray Ledger
and Times'' stating its intent to start
serving alcohol after the licenses are
approved.
Murray residents will have 30 days
after the ad is run to protest the application.
The precinct, which voted at the

Murray State Special Education Building. had less than 10 percent (73) of its
725 eligible voter:-. come to the polls.
T he election drew nowhere near the
controversy of last year's vote on the
"Restaurant
Referendum,"
when
numerous public meetings were held,
and many advertisements, commen taries and letters-to-the-editor were
issued and wriu en by supporters of
both sides.
The only ad purchased for the elec·
tion Tuesday was by the golf course
and appe'a red in the Nov. 30 issue of
"The Murray State News."
It argued that "quality of life" was a
major consideration in the location of
industrial plants and "the availability
of a PGA-approved golf course offering alcoholic beverages will be un
additional enhancement to manufacturing and tourism development activities
in our community."

1?ri~Z

opportunity to move in early
STAFF REPORT

Students who wish to move back into Ifart
College before the end of the seme..;ter will
have the opportunity to do so today through
Sunday.
From 1-6 p.m. today. 9 a.m .<~ p.m. Saturday
and 1-5 p.m. Sunday. students signed up to live
in Hart next semester will have the opportunity
to move buck into the residenti<tl college before
the semester ends. Interim Director of Housing
and Residential Life David Wilson said is being
doneso .student:. will have the optio n of already
being in their room for next semester and not
have to move again.
At the times set aside this weekend, Housing
staff will be ready to get students signed into
their rooms in Hart with a minimum amount of
walling time. Wilson said.
If students cannot move this weekend. but
want to move in before the end of the semester,

Wilson said they can do so. but will likely have
to wail for Housing staff to get to Hart to check
them in.
If !-.tudents .s igned up to live in Hart ne.t t
semester do not move by the end of this semester, they will be required to come to campus on
Jan. 12, the day before the residential colleges
open. and move from their current rooms into
their Hart College rooms. Wilson said.
Wilson said Housing is asking faculty, staff
and members of the community for assistance
in helping students move this weekend.
Wilson said faculty and staff members who
would like to volunteer can call their residential
college and ask how and when to help. as students will be moving from all the other residential colleges back into Hart.
Members of the community who want to volunteer, or those with further questions, should
phone the Housing office at 762-2310.
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Alexander ready to preside over first commencement
Bv

LOREE STARK

EDITOR IN CHIEF

After two months at Murray
State, University President F.
King Alexander will preside
over his first commencement ceremony on Dec. 15.
The fourth annual mid-year
graduation, which will begin at
I0 a.m. at the Regional Special
Events Center, will recognize
graduates from the classes of
August and December 200 I.
The NJROTC Color Guard

from Paducah Tilghman High
School will provide the presentation of colors to open the ceremony.
SGA President Nikki Key will
lead the invocation and outstanding December graduate Tara
Wright will present valedictions.
"Graduations are fun events,"
Alexander said. ·•we're celebrat. ing the success of students, and
there's no better outcome for a
University to promote than the
graduation of its students."
Graduates should pick up name

cards at tables inside Gate A of
RSEC beginning at 9 a.m. Marshals will coordinate the procedure. Auditorium seating is available on a first-come, first-served
basis.
Guests with disabilities are
asked to contact the office of the
Provost at 762-3744 or 762-6465
as soon as possible for more
information on accommodations.
A direct I ink. to graduation
information is also available online at www.murraystate.edu
Alexander said the December

graduating class can look forward to a "more diverse environment where different career
opportunities are available."
He said this would require a
great deal of interest in lifelong
learning opportunities that would
be provided to them.
Alexander said he plans to
speak about "the importance of
higher education and the importance of investing in human capital in students" at the ceremony.
He said he also plans to speak
about the obligations of citizens.

Vice President of Student
Affairs Don Robertson said students seem excited to have
Alexander preside over his first
ceremony.
"I think the students are going
to be very excited because of
what he has already done in a
short period of time," Robertson
said. "He's been to such things as
intramural games: he's . been to
events on campus: he's been to
various residential colleges."
Robertson said Alexander i~
becoming a well-known entity on

campus.
"He's being very quickly
known a" a studem·s president
and someone who is v~ry accessible," Robertson said. "I think
more students already feel like
they know them:•
Robertson said Alexander has
been very energetic nod made
positive student relations a priority •
Said Roberbon : "I think that
speaks volumes for students and
what they can expect for the
future."

SGA passes resolution on issue of required classes for graduation
BY TAYLOR EWING
STAFf WRITER

Students scheduling classes in
future semesters will be better
informed about course availability thanks to the Student Government
Association's
course
requirement resolution.
SGA Vice President Billy
Hansen wrote the resolution,
which was passed by the SGA
Senate at its Nov. 28 meeting by
a unanimous 30-0 vote.
The resolution included four
policy changes:
graduation
requirements must be offered at
least once per academic year;
"this semester only" must be
printed next to classes offered

only once during the academic
year; advisers must be informed
of course offerings at least one
semester in advance; and the
word "university" on page 23 of
the University Bulletin must be
replaced with "academic council."
SGA President Nikki Key snid
SGA decided to make the resolution because it received a number
of complaints about course availability.
"The complaints were coming
from a lot of different areas like
the business, CIS, marketing. science and math departments," Key
said. "It was across the board,
which really said this was a problem that needed to be fixed."

'' The complaints were coming
from a lot of different areas like
the business, CIS, marketing, science and math departments. '"~
Nikki Key
SGA President

Hansen said the University
would not be required to offer
certain graduation requirement:-.
each academic year without the
resolution. ·
"Since
some
(graduation
requirements)
aren't
being
offered. students have to substi-

tute classes lo graduate, and that
violates Murray State' s characteri~tics of a graduate,"' Hansen
said.
Murray State's characteristics
of a gr:tduate, which are located
in the University Bulletin under
Course and Policy Changes, say,

"(A graduate must) demonstrate
mastery of their chosen field of
study in preparation for a successful, productive life."
Hansen said the resolution will
help students with scheduling
their classes, but it is still important for them to meet with their
advisers.
"Before, the advisers didn't
have enough information to tell
srudents what they needed to take
and when they ~hould take it,"
Hansen said. "This gives them
the tools to better advise students."
Key said a lot of students complained that required courses
were only offered in the summer.
''It's important that the prob-

lerns that arose this semester
won't huppen again." Key said.
Hansen said SGA will send
copies of the resolution to the
Academic Council. the provost
and the president next semester.
''The Academic Council will
work with the deans to try and
get this .,tandard put into place as
soon as possible,'' Hansen ~aid.
At the last Senate meeting of
the semester on Wednesday.
SGA approved a resolution to
send a letter of thanks to Gov.
Paul Patton for not cutting funding for higher education in his
last round of budget cuts.
Key said the other public universities in the state are doing the
same thing.
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The Murray State News would like to
wish everyone a Merry Christmas and
a safe and Happy New Year!
----
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Students debate
housing obligation
BY SEVERO AVILA
STAFF WRITER

A campus debate Tuesday
had students arguing whether
or not freshmen and sophomores at Murray State should
be required to live on campus .
The Curris Center Theater
resounded with laughter and
jeers Wednesday night when
the Murray State Speech and
Debate Club, along with the
Residential College Debate
Society, presented a debate
on the controversial issue.
Adam Mathi:-., freshman
from Boaz, and Michael
Horner, sophomore from St.
Louis. Mo., represented Hart
College and argued against
the requirement. while Josh
Duke,
freshman
from
Owensboro,
and
Amy
Bridges.
semor
from
Louisville, argued for underclassmen being required to
live on campus.
Speech and Debate Team
President Billy Hansen acted
as moderator for the debate
and began the proceedings
by
requesting
opening
remarks.
Bridges opened for the
affirmative side by stating
that living on campus is more
convenient and offers a
wider variety of activities for
students.
"I learned more at college
from outside the classroom
than in it," Bridges said.
"Residential colleges help
new students assert independence without the big jump
from parent's house to apartment cold-turkey."
Mathis opened in opposition of the requirement and
said he didn't want to force

any decision on students.
noisy neighbors, drugs. alco"We're arguing for stu- hol and crime are too ramdents' right to choose where pant within a residential colthey want to live." Mathis lege for serious studying.
sajd. "Students and their par"When people are living so
ents are smart enough to close to each other, the possimake a decision on a living bility of someone stopping
situation."
by at odd hours is much
Hansen then called f~r greater," Homer said . "This
cross examination by each · makes it hard to find quiet
!)ide.
time to study. and those soBridges and Duke ques- called quiet hours are certioned the cost. convenience tainly not enforced.''
and safety of living off-camHansen then called for
pus and said security, library closing statement:-..
resources. computer rooms
"With facilities like Racer
and heaJth facilities are read- Patrol. the library and health
ily available for student use services conveniently availon campus.
able and several scholarships
They argued that students only for on-campus students,
living on campus receive freshmen and sophomores
greater exposure to informa- should be required to live on
tion and events than those campus." Duke said.
who live off campus, and
Horner. closing for the
that the college experience is opposing side, said off camnot complele without life in a pus housing offers all those
residential college.
facilities and more.
"By living off-campus,
"lt's a way for students to
interact with faculty. staff you can still have all the
and other students," Bridges advantages of residentialsaid. "Students on campus college life. without the
get information on things inconvenience of higher cost
like intramural sports much and lower-quality accommoHorner
said .
more easily than those that dations,"
live off campus."
"Every individual at Murray
The Hart College team State should have that
refuted those arguments by choice."
The debate ended when
quoting apartment prices
verses
residential-college Speech and Debate Team
prices. They argued that Adviser Crystal Coleman
health, library and computer asked attendants to move to
facilities are also available the left side of the room if
for off-campus ~tudents and they thought the opposing
that the amount of people side argued more convincliving in dose proximity to ingly or to the right side if
each other could result in they thought the affirmative
serious health issues.
side was more convincing.
The opposition also said
Coleman proclaimed the
parking for underclassmen is opposing side the winners of
inconvenient and unsafe with the debate after the majority
spaces being so far from the of attendants moved to the
residential colleges. and left side.

ATTENTION MSU STUDENTS!

;~03

Lessons in stress management:

Murray State Women's Center worker Leslie Rowland (center) and Murray State Women's Center Director Jane Ethridge (right) hand out Information on
Nov. 30 on how to deal with stress during fi nal exams to students on campus.

Up 'til Dawn nets largest donation
total in program's three-year history
STAff REPORT

In its third year on the University cam·
pus. the Up 'til Dawn charity event ruised
more than $8.000. the most ever in its
short history.
The event, which benefits St. Jude's
Children's Research Hospital, was held
for the first time in the Curris Center Ballroom on Nov. JO to IX!c. I. The event was
held the previous two years in the Regional Special Evenl'i Center. ·
Executive Director Tonya Traylor said
exact totals were not available yet, as more
money is still coming in. She said the
amount raised this year wa.o; four times the
amount raised in :woo.
"All the teams raised a lot of money.
and the board members raised money
too," Traylor said. "We also started a let·
ter-writing campaign thi:. year, which is
something a lot of other schools do. We
hadn't done that in the past; that's how we

got the biggest part of the money (this
year)."
•
She said .seven University teams partieipated from Springer-Franklin College,
Alpha Omicron Pi. Alpha Gamma Delta.
Pi Kappa Alpha. Sigma Sigma Sigma.
Alpha Sigma Alpha and one person from
the Industrial Engineering and Technology Ambassadors, while non-student Drew
Barnard and Kayla Melton. freshman from
Fairfield, !II., formed an eighth team.
Sigma Phi Epsilon also loaned the use
of its OJ equipment and participated in the
event as well, Traylor said.
Traylor said Lhe highlight of the night
for most people was hearing the stories of
fonner St. Jude's patients Harris Jones and
Samantha Watlington. St. Jude's Representative Kristin Binkowski was also in
attendance.
Jones," junior from Milan. Tenn., is the -t.
third-string quarterback for the Racer football team, and recovered from acute
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myeloid leukemia, a rare form of the disease found in only about 250 out of every
3.000 leukemia cases.
The disease nearly killed him, but Jones
survived after an experimental treaunent
saved his hfe. He also .spoke at the 2000
Up 'til Dawn event.
"Harris is a wonderful speaker,'' Traylor
said. ''Everyone always loves to hear his
story. The slories really moved people and
(helped them) realize the real reason they
raised the money. Sometimes people don't
understand who they're helping, so it's
better to have someone they can relate the
problem to."
The event is organized by a group of 12
officers who rotate each year. Those interested in applying can pick up an application in the Up 'til Dawn office located in
Sunset Strips on the first floor of the Curris Center, or send an e-mail to· uptildawn@murraystate.edu.
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College Life
BY EMILY BLACK
ColLEGE liFE EDITOR

• saturday

•Bible Study- 9 a.m ..
University Church of
Christ.
•Hible Study- Chi
Alpha, 9: 15 a.m.,
Elizabeth
College
back lohhy. Rides to
the church of your
c~oice aflerwurd.
•Ornament Decorat·
i.ag- 2 to 4 p.m., Curris Center Dance
Umngc. Free admissimt.

• monday
•Prayer·
GroupLadies prayer group.
6 p.m.. llnrver"tY
Christiun
Student
Center.
•Ensemble ConcertWind Ensemble Concert. 7 p.m .. Paducah
Tilghman Auditori·
um. free admission.

• tuesday
•Last day of clas.ses
for Fall 200 l.
•CD Sale- Bryan Fox
Band demo COs on
sale. $12, 10 a.rn .•
outside of the Curris
Center.
1
• ) rayer
GroupMen'' pmyer group.
6 p.rn., Uni\'ersity
Christiun
Student
Center
•Concert- E.A.R.S.
Concert. 8 p.m.. Perlurming Art~ Hall.

• wednesday
•Study Day
•J<inal exams begin
with
Wednesday
evcnin~ classes.
•Bible Study- 7
p.m..
University
Church of Chrisl.

Photo subm•Hed by T()m Lough

Tom Lough runs with the Olympic torch in 19961n Hartrord, Con n. O n
Dec. 15 Lough w ill be given a second opportunity to carry the torch.

other final
examo; begin.
•Payment for Spring
2002 hills i-. due.
•l)e, otional- Weekly
Jevotional. 7:30p.m ..
Univcro;ity Chri,tian
Student Center.

To be a part of the 0 1) rnpics is a dream
for many, but only a chosen lew are able
to make that dreiun a reality. One of those
few people is Torn Lough. associate profeS.,or ohdolescent care and special education.
On Dec. 15 Lough will have the opportunny to become even more involved in
the Olympics when he runs with the
Olympic torch in JaclcJoOn. Tenn. Lough's
run will he part of the torch's CI'OSS·COUn·
try journey that began Dec. 4 when
Muhammad Ali lit it in Atlanta. The
Olympic tocch will be carried approximately 13,500 miles before it reache'> the
home of the 2002 Winter Games on Feb.
8 in Salt Lake City.
"Tom just embodies the Olympic spirit
spirit,'' Posy Lough, Tom's wife, said.
"Being a part of the Olympics ha~ just
been such a big part of our live~...
After the Dec. 15 run, Lough will have
been involved in three ditTerem Olympic
Game:.. In 1986, Lough competed in the
Olympic game.' in an event called the
modc.-m pentathalon. a single event com-

prised of tive c:lifferent 'POrt'i. Competi·
tors in the modem pentathalon category
compete in running, swimming. fencing.
ritle shooting and horseback riding.
''The event is a lot of fun. e.-.pecially for
somtone who is not a spccializ.ed athlete,':
Lough said. "I got into the spon through a
uial·and-error process, which is how it i~
usually done. I think I got kicked offevery
team I ever tried out for.''
Lough :.aid after entering lriathlons. he
started competing beucr hecau~ he was
involved in more than one spon.
"I became the Nutional Novu.:e Cham·
pion, and I ju~t thought that maybe this is
something to go for. and the years later,
there we were." I..ough said.
In addition to competing in the 1986
Olympics. Lough carried the Olympic
torch in 1996 in Hartford, Conn.
"In 1996 I carried the torch un Father's
Day.'' Lough said. '1"'his yeur I am carrying it on commenccmcm. Some of Ill)
student~ will be walking in gr.1dua1ion
while I am running with the torch. It was
a hard decision. but the head uf my depart·
rnent~>aid to go ahead and run.''
Lough swd he is excited about the
opponunity to be a part of the Olymp1c

tradition again.
'"I Jove anything that is associated
with the Olympics,'' Lough said. " I
think the Olympics are one or the most
pure things that we ha\'e left. They kind
of show unity. It is nne or the better
examples of opponents bauling each
othe! in a friendly. competitive nature,
not in a war-threatening way."
Lough ~uid he wa~ chosen 10 run
with the torch becau!)e he had compel·
cd in the Olympics before.
"I am one or about 11.500 torch
bearer~... Lough said. "Mo~t of them
ure 'h>cal heroes.' havmg been nominated by local groups. There are u•.ually a few .,Jots kepi available for
Olympians, and I qualified for one of
tho~e."

Lough said Ius exact running time
will be II :J3 a.m .• anJ he will run \\ ith
the torch for about one-fourth of u mile.
Other members of the Lough ramily
are alsu very ex~·ited about Lough carrying the torch
Said Poo;y Lough: "This ju't renews
our Olympic spirit. We"re just so
pleased to be given ttu~ opportunity
again."

Irish play brings
love, heartbreak
to Murray State
K;~m

Rubeck/Tile Ne\!\i.S

Tyler Walls, rresbman from Effingham, Ill., and Jeni Parmer, fresh man from Memphis, play J oe a nd Maggie, lovers
who cannot express their true feelings for one another. ''Lovers" is a n intimate look at love and hea rtbreak.

BY SCOTT GIBSON
ASSISTANT COLlEGE LIFE EDITOR

Love and heartbreak will erupt on Murray State's cumpus
this week. as the theatre and dance Jepurtment presents
"Lovers,'' an intimate look ut young lnve.
Joe and Maggie are 17-year-old~ expecting a child and are
engaged to be married in three weeks. The studious, goal-oriented Joe has planned to attend London Univer:.ity to become
a math teacher. During the cour:-;e of the play, he realizes his
plans muc;t be altered.
Tyler Walls, freshman from Effingham, Ill., plays Joe.
" I believe he (Joe) loves Mag, but I believe he blames her
for getting in the way of hi-. drc:ams and aspirations," Walls
said. "He now has to taJ..:e care of his responsibilities."
Because Maggie is pregnant, Joe must lake on a job and
give up all hope of going to college.
Maggie, the mother-to-be, is n very scattered person. She
thinks she is incll!pendent, but she craves acknowledgment
from J<X!, said Jeni Parmer, freshman from Memphis, who
plays Maggie.
Maggie's twin brother died when she was a baby. cau.;ing
her mother to fade from her life. ar.d her lather never
expressed his h1\e for her, Parmer :.aid.
"She kind of has Joe for that reason,'' Parmer said. '"She
wants Joe to love her like her father neH!r did."
The two characters love: each other: hut they have difficulty expressing their feeling~ for one another, Parm,:r said.
..II shows the basic human condition for people in love,"
Parmer said. ·'When the audience sees it. they'll t~ink (Joe
and Maggie) don't love each other as much a.-. they say they
do."
The two do love each other, they JUSt don't know how tu

express it like they should, Parmer said.
"It's a bittersweet love story,'' said Heidi Krug, senior from
Benton, Ill. "It's a very realistic picture of two young kids in
a predicament that no one has control over."
Krug plays one of two storytellers, omniscient characters
who oversee the events of Joe nnd Maggie's lives. T he storytellers are the only ones who know what will happen to the
two lovers.
"That makes it an even more touching story," Krug said.
Since the story is a tragt>dy. it is no surpri!)e that in the end,
Joe: and Maggie die. T he sud part comes when the audience
realizes neither character has expressed love for the other,
Parrner said.
" I think the moral of the story is to tell people you love
them. because you never lo.:now what will happen.'' Krug said.
Stacy Wyatt. c;enior from Cadiz. who plays another storyteller. said the story shows the audience that love isn't j ust
happiness and blis~.
"This is a more realistic portrayal of what love is," Wyatt
said.
"Lovers" wi ll be presented at 7 tonight a nd Saturday in
Studio Theatre 3108 in Wilson Hall.
'"It's more nf an experime ntal theater," said Stephen
Adams, publicity coordinator. "It provides a more intimate
fct> l for a show."'
Kam Rulwck/ (he News
"Lovers" is intended for a mature audie nce and is limited to
the first 70 patrons. Students are admi tted free on a first· Heidi Krug, senior from Benton, Ill., plays one of the two
omniscient StoQ·tellers in ..Lovers."
come, first-served basis with their Racercards.

Winslow serves up midnight breakfast
BY ANGEL CRONEY

tht.' students cun have n llleal to get them off to

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

a good start for finals," <;nid William Benrite r,
director of Food Servict!s. " It all started when

Winslow Dining Hall is having a midnight
on Sunday. Dec. Q, from 10 p.m. to
12 u.m. t'or studious students who will hi.'
nwali:e cramming for finals .
"The Midnight Breakfast is a meal that was
suggested about four or live years ago so that

the college heads wanted to do somt!thing for
the students before their linals."
Sund;,y will not be the first time Winslow
employees have served the midnight breakfast.
''This 1s the fifth breakfast that we have had,
and every time there has been just under 600

breakfa~t

• thursday

Decembe r 7, 200 I

Lough carries Olympic torch

•F.nsemhle Concertlloliday
Wind
Ensemble Concen, 7
p.lll., Lovell Auditorium . Free admi~sion .
•Play- "LO\ers,'' 7
p.m., Wilson Hall
Studio Theater. Seating limited to 70,
first-come,
first~crved. Maturt~ audiences only.
•Scribes and VihesOoor~ open at 7 p.m.,
Curris Center Sunset
Strips.

•Exam- ACT. 8
n.m .. Business Building room 452.
•Exam- GRE, 8:30
a.m., Ordway Hall
room 206.
•Play- "Lovers,.. 7
p.m., Wilson l-1311
Studio Theater. Seating limited 10 70.
first-come.
fir~t
scrved. Mature audiences only.

The Murray State News

people," said Linda Holling'>worth, Winslow
Dining Hall manager. "T he lir~t breakfast was
in the fall semester o f 1999, and ever since
then it ha!> been a tradition."
Winslow will be serving a l'ull breakfast on
Sunday with bacon, country ham, sau~age, biscuits and gravy. eggs, cereal. french toast. waffl es, pustrie-.. coffee and juice.
''I li ked the socializing with different stu·

denh, and I also liked the l'lig vanety of food
th<tt Winslow provided," said Lauren Horton.
senior fmm Louhville. "When I went, it wuo; a
grent turn out: student-. lint!d up to the door.''
Not only stuuents arc invited 10 the evem.
''We invite nil faculty. Student Affairs. college heads to help with the -;erving and to
socialize with the students,"' Hollingsworth
said. "Evt=ryom:: just has a good time."

•All
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Beaz invades·Nashville

Top Five

.

• mUSIC

1. Creed - "Weathered"
2. Various Artists - "Now 8.,
BY EMILY B LACK
3. Britney Spears - "Britney"
COllEGE LIFE EDITOR
4. Garth Brooks - "Scarecrow"
When Murray State students decide to
5. Various Artists - "Now take a road trip to Nashville. they are usualThat's What I Call Christmas"
Source: Associated Press

.

• moDes
I. Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone
Starring Daniel Radcliffe and
Robbie Coltrane
2. Behind Enemy Lines
Starring Owen Wilson and
Gene Hackman
3. Monsters, Inc.
Starring the voices of Billy
Crystal and John Goodman
4. Spy Game
Starring Brad Pitt and Robert
Redford
5. Black Knight
Starring Martin Lawrence

Source: Associated Press

• books
1. J .K. Row ling - "Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone"
2. J.K. Rowling- "Harry Potter and the Chamber of
Secrets''
3. J.K. Rowling- "Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban"
4. John Grisham - "Skipping
Christmas''
5. James Patterson - "Violets
Are Blue"
Source: AssociJted Press

•website of the week
www.comics.com
If you have fallen behind on
reading your favorite comic
strips like "Get Fuzzy" and
''Wizard of ld'' then you can
check out a 30·day supply of
them on 1his site or order merchandise
featuring
your
favorite characters.

ly heading out to anend a concert or sporting event. However, by narrowing their
fields of entertainment to sports and music.
they may be missing some of the best shows
in town.
Zanies Comedy Show Place
has provided the Nashville area
with the finest selection of
stand-up comedy the nation
ha'> to offer for the past 18
years. Zanies opened in 1983
and is the only source for standup comedy in the Nashville area.
Over the years, Zanies has
played host to some of the premiere comedians across the
nation. Robin Williams, Jay
Leno, Jerry Seinfeld. Sam Kinison, Dennis Miller, Richard
Lewis, Tim Allen, Eddie Murphy. Carrot Top, Paul Reiser
and many others have showcased at Zanies.
This weekend Zanies will
welcome back Killer Beaz, a
Nashville comedian who has
made a name for himself across
the nation by performing in
comedy clubs and on T.V.
shows. Although Killer Beaz is
nationally renowned, he is best
known in Nashville and particularly at Zanies, or as it is otherwise
known. "the house that Beaz built.'"
Killer Beaz has spent the past 18
years working the comedy·club circuit
with his country style of comedy. After a
move to Nashville in the mid I 980s.
Beaz's career rose steadily when he
became friends with The Nashville Network television stars Lorriane Crook and
Charlie Chase. Crook and Chase began
giving Killer Beaz air time on their show
''Crook and Chase:· After his success on
"Crook and Chase," TNN began using
Killer Beaz on other entertainment television shows.
In addition to performing stand-up
comedy. Killer Beaz is also involved
with many other projects. He has writ-

ten and recorded with the Lynyrd Skynyrd
Band and also has released a comedic racing
video, 'The Beazworld 500.'' Killer Beaz
also is working on the release of his debut
comedy album.
"I feel lucky and blessed to be able to
make people laugh and smile," Killer Beaz
.said on his Web site, www.ldllerbeaz.com .
"Some people may scoff at the concept, but
I really feel that this is my calling."
Killer Beaz' s performance at Zanie:-. will
include completely new material he has
developed especially for
the Christmas season .
Killer Beaz also
will be joined
onstage by special
guests
Jody Kerns

and musical guests The Bagdaddys.
Killer Beal wiiJ be performing a t Zanies
throughout the weekend at 8 and 10: 15
tonight. 7 p.m. and LI: 15 p.m. on Saturday
and 8:30 p.m. on Sunday. Ticket prices are
$16 on Friday, $18 on Saturday and $15 on
Sunday.
''Killer Beaz performs a very southern
style of comedy," Tree, a Zanies employee
.said .
She said Killer Beaz comedy is suitable
for all mature audiences.
Zanies does enforce a strict policy of only
admitting customers who are 18
years of age or older and who
have valid photo identification.
Zanies also will be welcoming other comedians throughout the month of December.
Lewis Black, who is best
known for his appearances on
Comedy Central's "The Daily
Show," wi ll perform at
Zanies on Dec. 28 and 30.
Comedian Mike Rayburn
will be appearing at
Zanies on Dec.

Road Trip
So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
dorm room. Don't let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-reliable transportation, gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

• around town
Murray - If you are in the
mood for a good book or just
a good cup of coffee, then
check out the newsest edition
to the Shoppes of Murray,
Castlerock Books & Coffee.

•1b011 drive
Paducah - If you are in the
mood for a good comedy then
check out the Market House
Theatre's production of "A
Tuna Christmas.., Performances are at 7:30 p.m. on
Dec. 8 and 2:30 p.m. on Dec.
9 at the Market House Theatre. Tickets are $25.

"''
Zanies will
be closed on
Dec. 23 to 27 for
the holiday season.
Zanies also
offers a large
vaierty of food
and drink items.
There is a two
purchase minimum per person.
Tickets for
Zanies shows are
available by calling
615-255-9600 or by
visiting www.ticketmaster.com.
Tickets
prices
may
vary
according to the comedian performing, however ticket prices rarely
cost more than $30.

• 2 boll' drive
Harrisburg, Ill -If you need
to relax before finals and take
your mind off of things, then
visit the Garden of the Gods
in Shawnee National Forest
to get away from campus and
take in the scenery of the
rock gardens and other landscapes.

• 3 hour drive (or more)
Elizabeth, Ind. - Drive up to
Elizabeth and catch Blues
Traveler ~rform hits like
"Runaround" and ..Hook" live
and in concert at 7:30 p.m. on
Dec. 9 at Caesers Indiana.
Tickets are $14.50 to $24.50.

Graphic by
Rob Brown/The News.
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Bring t:he01 Hackl
Whet:her used on t:his ca01pus or not:.
We buy all t:it:les having resale 01arket: value.
Unl"er•l~y Booka~ore
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· i!nd Floor · Currl•

Cen~er

-800-749-BSBO

!iPRII\IIi i!OOi! PRE-PACKAiiED TEXTBOOK !iERVICE
All wve need i& your cia&& &chedule and your book!l can be
pre-packaged and ready t=or pickup on .Jan. 1 1 I
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Students sponsor Ultimate Frisbee flies ontO
gaming olympics Murray State spor
ields
Center
in CurriS
.
case he or she is allowed tv.·o
steps before stopping, SwartL
said. The other team can gain
possession of the flying disk.
"The other team can intercept
the frisbee in the air or if the
other team drops it," Swartz
said.
A touchdown is made when a
player hold.'i the flying disk in
his or her team's goal area,
whether by catching it or taking
their two steps into the goal.
Goal areas are found on opposite endc; of the field. For every
touchdown made, the team
receives one point, according to
the UPA.
The most typical way to
continue playing after a
touchdown is to give
the flying disk to
the
other
team

BY KYSER LOUGH
STAFf WRITER

BY KYS£R LOUGH
STAFf WRITER

If anyone has ever fancied themc;elf an
expen "Monopoly" pla)'er, now would be
lhe best time to break out the "get out of
jail free" card. a.c; the Murray State University Gaming Association presents lhe
MSUGA Olympics on Sarurday in !.he
Cuni~ Center's Sunset Strips.
The Olympics are part of a plan !.hat
MSUGA has started to r.ry and get some
interest in the organization from other student~.

'The of1icers were just sitting around
one day trying to come up with ways to
increase awareness in our orgamzation,"
said MSUGA president Shane Shoemaker, senior from Anna, Ill. "Then an idea
came up that eventually snowballed into
the Olympics."
The MSUGA ha.'> held individual tournament' before. but this is lhe lir.;t time
they have ever offered multiple tournaments in one event.
Fe-dturing twelve board and video game
tournament\. lhe Olympics cover a wide
variety of games. Included in the list of
board games to be offered are Risk, Simpwns Trivia. Monopoly. Scrabble. Sony.
Yahtzee, Team Spades and Rummy.
Three games will be played on Playstation 2. Those are "Gran Turismo 3,"
"Tekken Tag Tournament" and "Madden
NFL 2002". Finally, !.he Nintendo 64
game ''Goldeneye 007" also will be
played.
The Olympics signups begin at 10 a.m.
The actual tournaments will begin at noon
and end around 5 p.m. There is no entry
fee to participate, and anyone 1s welcome
to pia}' in !.he Olympics.
Students can enter individually or ac; a
team. A team can enter up to six event'i,
with one member per event. The team
receives poin(:) foreoch teammates' finish
tn hts or her mdividual category, and the
team with !.he highest points at !.he end of
the tournament wins.
"It's just like lhe way the real Olympics
run." said MSUGA secretary Jeremy
Osborne, !>Ophomore from Norris City,
Ill.
Awards will be gtven to lhe top finishen. in each category, as well as overall

team awards.
To finance the Olympics, the MSUGA
utilized a special fund from the SGA.
'The SGA gave us $250 to provide this
event under !.he conditions !.hat the event
was free to student~ and that the money
wasn't u~t:d :o purchac;e lhe awards,''
. Osborne said.
MSUGA membeTh will be on hand
during the tournament to supervise the
games and ensure all games are played
fairly. Participants of each game will be
pur into brackets, and times will be post·
ed before the Olympics begin. Refreshments will be available during the
Olympics.
The MSUGA has been around since
October 2000. when a few studcnL-; inter·
e~ted in gaming got together and started
the club.
"We found officers, talked it up with
some people and got it started,'' Shoemaker said. 'There was a pretty good
turnout."
Dunng the Spring of 2001, the club
elected its officers for lhis year. They are.
along with Shoemaker and Osborne. vicepresident Jarrod Hamilton, sophomore
from Owensboro. and treasurer Jason
Schwenker. sophomore from Mt. Washington.
In addition to the individual game tournaments held last year, !.he MSUGA also
co-sJX>nsored movie nights wil.h the Murray Independent Filmmakers Association.
Currently, the MSUGA holds open
gaming sessions weekly for anyone who
wants a place to play games. The sessions
are held on the third tloor of the Curris
Center all day on Saturdays. The room
location varies depending on scheduling.
Anyone is welcome to join the organization; however, non-student minors are
not allowed. Club dues are $1 0 •for a
semester or $15 for a year.
"The MSUGA is somel.hing I'd like to
see grow," Shoemaker said. "I'd eike to
come back 10 a few years and see lots of
people involved. Right now we're just
trying to get the word out th..1t we· re
here."
Students interested in joining !.he
MSUGA should e-mail the club at
MSUGA@murraystate.edu or v1sit the
website at: msuga.hornestead.com

A new sports trend has been
flying across campus recently,
a.s Ultimate Frisbee spins onto
sports fields everywhere.
The appeal of Ultimate Frisbee is that it is a fast-paced
game that rarely ~tops.
'The game is very high
endurance; it just keeps on
going non-stop. You're on the
move a lot more than in other
sports," said Ryan Pigford,
junior from Spana. Ill.
Ultimate Frisbee is a game
that takes the best parts of many
other sports and rolls them
together into one. Some of the
sports that Ultimate Frisbee
encompasses include basketball, soccer and football.
"Basically the object of the
game is to pass the frisbee to
your teammates to get it to the
other end of the field without
dropping it.'' said Hester College Athletic Director Kelly
Swart7., sophomore
from
Evansville. Ind. "The game l.'an
be played anywhere, as long as
boundaries are marked."
The Ultimate Players Association. the governing body of
Ultimate Frisbee in the United
States, establishes base rules for
the sport, but many times the
rules are switched around to
better suit the players or just to
make the game more interesting.
The game begins just like
football, with one team "punting" the !lying disk to the. other
team by hurling it down the
field, Swartz said. Once the
other team catches the flying
dil>k. however, the rules shift
, away from football. Instead of
being able to run with the flying
disk. the player holding it can
only pivot on one foot, much
like in ba.o;ketball.
When a player throws the flying disk m another teammate
the receiver must stand in one
place after catching it unless he
or she is in motion, in which

as subs.
Tht!. semester, Pigford
held a residential college
program on Ultimate Frisbee. Re-.idents from Eliza.
beth and Hester collegt'
attended the program.
"We covered a few
basic throws and
some defense,
then went out
and scrim-

/

via another " - - .
kickoff. Variations on the
after-goal procedures include
giving the llying disk to the
other team and starting from
where play ended at the goal
line. or letting the scoring team
keep the possession and switching the goals, Swartz said.
The game is completely no
contact. and no fouls are ever
called. Ending the game
depends on how the players
decide to finish, Swanz said.
"Sometimes there's a time
limit put on the game, or a score
limit is set before the game
begins," Swartz said.
Typically. seven members
from each team are on the field
at a time, according to the UPA,
but the game can he played with
any number of players. If a
large number people want to
play. then the extras can be used

game."
Pigford plans to
hold another program next semester
and b interested in
elCpanding opportunities
to play Ultimate Fri~hee.
"I would really like to
see this more organized; I
want it to be easier for people to get a team together
and go play whenever they
want to," Pigford said. "It also
would be great to be able to
have 1t a'> an intramural sport."

Photo Illustration by
K<uri Rubeck and

Rob Brown/The New.~
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Bring This Coupon To The University Bookstore
For a 5% DISCOUNT on
Your Spring 2002 PREPACKAGED TEXTBOOKS.
To be eligible for the 5% textbook discount we must receive your Prepackage
Textbook order form and a copy of your Spring 2002 class schedule, along with
this coupon on or before Wednesday, Dec. 19, 2001. Your Prepackaged Textbook
orders will be ready for pickup on Friday, Jan. 11, 2002.
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Call 2nd Lieutenant Travis Carpenter@
(502) 395-0048 to schedule an appointment
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Students raise funds HEAT team sponsors
with phonathori efforts 'Afraid of the Dark'
By EMILY BLACK
COLLEGE liFE EDITOR

Although the nation':. economy may be in a downfall and
the state's education budget has been cut. students receDLiy
had no trouble earning money for the Un1versity dunng its
annual phonathon held by the Department of Alumni
Affairs.
The phonuthon began Sept. 15 and continued through
Nov. 15. The event i:-. an annual fund raiser held by Murray
State to raise money for the University' s six academic colleges.
"This is an important event lor the University because we
raise money for the different departments and make it possible for them to pay for upgraded technology. faculty
research. student trips and other costs," said Ashley Toney.
telemarketing coordinator.
Although the totals for this )ear's phonathon ha-.e not yet
been calculated. Toney said the phonathon wa-; very profitable for the University lcL'>t year, and ~he expects this year
to exceed last year's total.
During Murray State's annual phonathon, students contact more than 40,000 alumni and lnend~ of the University
to solicit financial contributions.
Students from the different academic colleges are a-:ked
to volunteer their time and effort to contact alumni about
financ1al contributions. The process allows students to learn

BY Sco TT G1asoN
the importance of fund raising.
AsSISTANT Couece IJFE EonoR
"ll is important for student,, as future alumni. to get
involved and learn how important fund raising is for the
Posters. e-mails and a giant sign in the Curril'l Ct:nter proUmversity," Toney sa1d. ··we hire students to serve as
moting
the program. "Arc You Afraid of the Dark'?" have all
caller& because they can best t:ommunicate what is happening on the campus today and relate how important been present at Murray State for the pa.\t few weeks.
With little or no knowledge of the progran1's content.
alumni support is to them."
roughly
50 studento; braved the unseasonably warm DecemStudents from nil department~ at the University volunteered to assist with the phonathon: however. one student ber air to sit in the Curris Center·~ Sunset Strips Wednesday
night to fi nd out if they truly were afraid of the dark.
in particular made a great impact.
The light'> were oft~ the room wa' quiet and ~ix people
Chandra Field, fre~hman from Jackson, Tenn., took
wearing
black sat in chairs on the outer edge of a cin.:le
home the ''Top Caller" av.ard during the phonathon.
Field is a student worker who volunteered her evenings around an anxious crowd.
The silence broke as four of the darkly clad individuals
to call alumni for donations. Field raised $2.460 from
alumni and friend~ of the University who pledged their began to read statistics about mpe and scllual a.o;sault.
Jackie Wise, sophomore from Louisville, organi£ed the
financial commitment to Murray State. Field was
rewarded with a plaque and silver picture frame for her ten~. intimate progmm about sexual abuse and rape after
helping with the program for the past two years.
effort in the phonathon.
"It's a program intended to rC'.u:h out on mpc av.aren~'
"When I first 'tarted working the phonathon, I was
very nervous." Field ~oa1d . " But after 1 worked there for a lOr students and faculty,'' Wise said. "It's an annual progr.m~. This year we're just going to make it bigger."
while, it staned to get ea-;ier."
In the past. "Are You Afraid of the. Dark'?" was publiciled
Although the actual phonathon has come to an end,
to the residential colleges. This year. along with posters
only
many students an: still working to contact alumni for
in
all
residential collt:ge~. Wise. a member of the Health
financial contributions.
Said Field: "The hardest part about it is you get reject- Education Advocate Team, sent c·mails to the sorority and
ed a lot, but after a while you get used to it and get much fraternity presidents, (XIsted an announcement on RacerNet
and made a large sign to post in the Cums Center.
more comfortable calling people."

R:.EDEEA-1 TOUR
HOLIDAT PLUS REWARDS AT KROGER!

Jason Jennings, senior from Greenville, helped Wise with
the program' s publicity.
"I actually did the program my lirst year as an RA. which
was in '9()," Jennings said. "Jackie approached me about
helping her tht., time. We dtd a lot of the same things I did
my first year with tlw publiciry, like the chalk on the darl\
poster boards."
Wise also had help from ...eveml of her fellow BEAT
Tean1 membcrs.' The HEAT Team gives presentations on
campus about issues such a' sexual assault, rape. healthy
relationships. dating. violence, stalking and harassment.
Le~lie Rowland. senior from Loui!>ville, is one of the members.
"lt'sa very important issue that I have worked very do:;ely With during the semester," Rowland sud. "Any way to
spread information about it v.ill be helpful, and this is u \'Cry
creative way to get lito an audience."
When Wise a.'ked Matt Huu~ senior from Mt. Vernon, to
participate, he jumped at the opportumty.
"La~t year a group of RAs perfomk.~ this in Hart." Hinz
said. "I saw the unp3Ct it had on the students then, so when
Jackie a~ked me to doll again this year, l got really excited."
After reading the stati~tics, e~1ch indi\idual read monologues confronting rapists, defenlling them:>elves or explaining both sides of a rape. Afterward, memlx'rs of the llEAT
Tearn d1scussed ways lil redu~:e the risk of rJpe or sexual
assault tor both VICiirns :md perpetrators.

Relax in H1awaU and be back
to class in one hour!

U.' YOU HAVBz
OVI!k 1,000
Hollday Pol ntJ
Earned ...

Yes, you'll think you're suddenly on the Hawaiian
Islands of Oahu, Maui, or Kawai with your first
visit to the new Body Haven Therapeutic Massage
Center of Murray. The beautiful tropica l-themed
center is open with three certified therapists
whose only job is to give you the best massage.
So, you will never have to be behind spa or
beauty shop customers.
To book your 15 minute, 30 minute, or one hour
(Best Value) massage, visit or call Dean, Sheila
or Margaret at 767-0045.

BONELESS
BONELESS
BONELESS
CHICKEN A.. HALF
A AGED WHOLE
BREASTS V
PORK LOIN '<7' TOP SIRLOIN
MORREn!

MOIST & TENDER®

SKINLESS

-

DRUMSTICKS
•OI'wTHIGHS

U!iDA CHOICE
(SOLD Ill lAB DilLY} $UCED FREE

lb.

TYSON

PICNIC
PORK ROAST
MOIST &

F-.ily Pok

TINDER~

WITH PLUS CARD

Past Lowe's on 121 North at Country Square • Murray
P.S. • Low intro rates good thru December only!

COTTONELLE
12 DOUBLE ROLLS

KLEENEX
(40().1 Ply,ShMts Per Roll, 600 Sq. Ft.t

BRAWNY 8 ROLLS

$

(2 Ply, 60 ShHtl Per Roll, 506 Sq, Ft. I

(100 oz.) UOUID -or•
(3 t to 40 use) c:AIII -oi' IUIIJ POWDIIR

FRESH
GREENS
TURNIP, COLLARD
·or • MUITARD

~2 . .,~.1

FreJh
(~ C.IJ. aAC)

WITH PLUS CARD

Frozen

CS0Iill@ D®fiill

•69~.

~lli@ ~~~y

KROGER
CHICKEN WINGS

II•OUIIf._ll'r. Al>l>lV,
. . . . . , _ . 6011 , ...., , .

YELLOW
ONIONS

Frozen
F-.ily Pok

WITH PLUa CARD

liMI.,. • PfllfCH. . .

each
WITH PLUS CARD

BAKING
HENS

ra$2~~

PEPSI

COLA

MOUNTAIN DIW; Regula r,
Diet · or· CaHeine Fr. .
(f2 PMK/ 12 oz. cons)

GAIN - SURF - ERA OXYDOL DETERGENT

CATFISH
FILLETS

eoch
WITH PLUS CARO

•gg¢
eoch

WITH PLUS CARD

WITH PLUS CARD

(l2

-~9_!
WITH fi'I.US CAIID

PORK
CHITTERLINGS
QUUNEUA Froun
(5 lb. pkg.)

WITH f'l.lla CAIID

COUNTRY
SAUSAGE PATTIES
RUDY'S FARM
13 lb. pkg.)

ras6g.!
MAMA ROSA'S
MINI PIZZAS

IRYAN

KIDS 4 PACK
(l 7 oz. pkg.)

WITH PLUS CAIID

ROAST

• SIRLOIN TIP
• BONILISI RUMP
• BOftOM ROUND

!?.?.!~~~~"" $1 ~gch

(4 .2 oz. tu be) TOTAL

·-

WITH PLUS CARD

•2.)1
WITH

GROUND
CHUCK PATTIES

COUNTRY STYLE
BACON

KROGER

Sllcecl
(3 lb. pkg.)

(3 lb. picg .)

as6g~
WITH I'I.Ua CA"D

KROGER

KELLOGG'S
CEREAL

SPAGHETTI SAUCE

Selected Varietie s

(26 oz. jar)

~~o::.·~::

Froaled Mlnl

Whea.. eueSIIe
R•••tn 8ran

$148

li®

each

f1flru 1Rlm0fi(5
I3ruUW ~~rnc!IY
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18 69~.
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•79~<h
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IR¥5

0&.

(41b. boill
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F•M•V
HOT DOGS

Individually Quick frozen

a~:~
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IIUTCHEit'S PREMIUMANGUS IIUF
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.~

~7Bank
Murray
The

How Banking Should Be
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Hicks shines on world stage

Basketball
teams deserve
more support
Basketball is the ultimate college
sport. If you disagree. too bad. J will
accept argument from no one.
I believe the reasons for its ultimacy
are so blatantly obvious that any explanation would be pointless. But, for
those of you who need proof...
You know how the weather gets during football season? Take this year for
example. Murray State drew only 2.500
fans to two of its three home games this
season because heavy rain scared many
people away. Only 3,500 showed up for
the last game played in near perfect
weather. but that's beside the point.
It became obvious very quickly that
fans, even hardcore football fans.
aren't willing to sit in the rain and
watch a football game. I don't blame
them. Of course, I had the option of sitting in the press
box during those
two games. but that
is also beside the
point.
This
same
argument applies.
although to a lesser
extent, to soccer.
The soccer season
begins a little while
before football. so
jUSTIN
it's more feasible
to go to an earlyMcGILL
season
game.
"NoT ENOUGH Chances are it will
still be warm outSTUDENTS ARE side. and a little
GOING TO BAS- rain is sometimes
KETBALL GAMES. welcome.
The
other
5TARTUNG REV- ear I y - se m ester
spectator
sport.
ELATION,
volleyball, doesn ' t
RIGHT?"
get the nationwide
pub(jcity of football and soccer.
Most people want to learn the rules of a
game while watching it on television.
That's harder to do with volleyball.
But basketball ...
C' mon. I don't even WANT to
explain it. Is it not unbelievably obvious? Basketball games are played
indoors. thus eliminating the weather
factor. Games are on TV all season. so
most everyone knows the rules.
Plus. when a Racer hils a 3-point shot
"for Coaches vs. Cancer" (if you went
to the games you'd get that joke) or a
dunk during a home game. chances are
pretty good for a fan to catch aT-shirt
tossed into the crowd by the cheerleaders. Who in their right mind would pass
up free stuff?
Speaking of free, students don't even
have to pay admission to basketball
games. That goes for the other sports,
too. Again, not the point.
What is the point, you ask? Not
enough students are going to basketball
games.
Startling revelation. right'? Not really . J'm ~ure it's been said numerou~
times before.
I was asked recently what I thought
could be done to make students more
interested in going to basketball games.
I've given it some thought and come up
with the perfect solution - lower
tuition.
To the untrained observer. tuition
and basketball may have little to nothing to do with each other. I , however.
know better. I know that most students
don't have the time or the funds to go
to basketball games because they're too
busy worJ,ing around the clock so they
can afford to go to school.
Oh, wai t. Tickets are free. I said that
earlier, right?
OK, so tuition doesn't have anything
to do with it. What else could it be? I'd
say students are just too apathetic about
sports. but that isn't it. Students are
apathetic about everything.
I guess the real -.olution would be
better promotion. If students were more
aware that every time they go to a game
they have a chance at winning anything
from a T-shirtto a seme-.ter's tuition <if
you went to games you' d know that
already. too), attendance might be
higher. Of course. those chances are
slim. but you can't win wilhout trying.
All the promotions and free tickets
are nice, but they aren't the real reason
people shou ld be going to games. MSU
has two good basketball teams with
players that are going to play their
hardest each game so the University
can get publicity 'for something other
than bomb threats and anthrax. The
teams deserve the support of the students and community.
The Regional Special Events Center
seats 8,600 people. There is no reason
it shouldn't be filled to capacity each
game.

BY

Sports Talk

JuJtin McGill i.\ !>ports f!ditor of "Tire
Murray State NewJ."

STtPHANIE ELDER

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

K,mi Rubeck/The News

Murray State sophomore Morgan Hicks displays
three medals earned in national rifle competition
earlier this year. Hicks has represented the United
States in events as far away as Germany.

Rifle team member Morgan
Hicks is establishing a name
for herself beyond Murray
State.
Hicks. sophomore from
Roy. Wash.. came to Murray
State on a full athletic schol·
arship. With several record~
in Washington and Oregon
already under her belt, Hicks
was named one of the best
shooters in the country this
summer. After her first season
as a Racer, she 'oi."JS named
first-team All-American 'in
~mallbore and second-team
All-American in air rifle.
It was not until March that
her talent became known to
the rest of the country. Hicks
participated in the women's
Junior Olympics and became
a national champion. After
her performance in the Junior
Olympics, the U.S.A . rille
team contacted Hick!. to represent the United States at
nationals.
Nationals kicked off the
summer for Hicks. Nearly 50

girls competed in the national
event, which was held in June
in Atlanta. Hicks placed second in prone at that event.
After her performance in
nationals. Hicks said she was
shocked to hear the news that
she had been selected to compete in the ChampiOnship of
America Tournament games.
The CAT games were held
Ol.!t. 2-5, 2001, in Ft. Bedding. Ga. Athlete~ from all
over North and South America competed against each
other in several evenb.
"I never imagined going to
the CAT games.'' Hicks ~aid.
"When I made it I was
shocked. yet it was tough to
mis.' school for a week."
Hicks pl3ced first in air
rifle. second in three-position,
and second in women' s prone.
Fourteen people from the U.S.
competed in her group. and
nearly -tO people competed
overall. She scored a 387/400
in atr nflc. 589/600 in prone
und 575/bOO in three-position. The United States took
lirst and second in all three
events.

After her incredible finbh
at the CAT games, Hicks was
asked to compete in two different World Cups in Germany and in Georgia. However, because of classes. !ihe was
unable to attend either event.
Hicks· talent has carried
over to the Murray State rille
team. She is co-captain and
strives to be n leader for oth·
ers to look up to.
' They look at the mentality
of how I practice and know I
am serious," flicks said.
Hicks satd the team ~hould
win the OVC tournament and
make it to the NCAA. She
said the team members work
hard, practicing on their 0\1.'11
time and building their
endurance to be competitive
throughout an entire match.
"Morgan shut so well ut
nationals and at the CAT
games.'' teammate Beth
House 11aid. "I look up Ill her
ami look tu her for help."
Hich began her ril1e career
back home in Wush1ngton
watching her older hrothcr
shoot. She joined the Paul
Bunyan Junior Ritle Club ami

then the Capital City Junior
Rifle Club and became the
state champion three years in
a row. After her accomplishments in Washington. she was
offered a full scholarship to
Murray State in the fall of
2000.
Hicks' family is no stranger
w shooting. Her older brother
is on scholarship at Jacksonville State in Alabama
and her younger brother is
still in Wa'ihington competing.
"It's hard to be so far from
my family. but I get to see my
brother every once in a while
when we compete in Alabama. and my mom was fortu nate enough to be able to
;l!tend nationals," Hicks said.
Hicks is not just a leader on
the rille team but on campus
as well. She is on the Hester
RCC und serves a~ chair. She
is a physical education major
and has dreams of going to the
2004 Olympics.
Said Hicks: "I put in extra
effort because I hope to make
it to the Olympics in Athens.
Greece."

Racers overcome 19-point deficit in win over UAB
BY TIM ALSOBROOKS
STAFf WRITER

The Murray State Racers proved
Yogi Berra' s Matement "it ain' t over
till it's over" Satuntly night a~ they
came from behind to defeat AlabamaBirmingham 74-69 at the Regional
Special Events Center.
The Racer offense struggled during
the frrst 30 mmutes of the g<tme, and
the Blazers scorcu 10 unan:;v.ered
pointe; before juntor guard Kevin
Paschel put MSU on the hoard more
than five minutes tnto the contest.
"~1rly on we knew it wasn't going
to be a great night for our offense. so
it was our defense that had to :;tep up
and get ~me Mops lor uo;.'' Paschel
said. "Luckily. our offense linally
came around."
The Racers managed to close the
margin to six at 29-23 :u the half, but
UAB answered the Ract'r..' ~wing by
going on a 10-2 run to start the second
half, and with II :35 left in the game,
the Blazers were up by 19.
Head Coach Tevester Anderson
gave the starter~ a rest at that point.
which paid off in the end.
"It wm;n't a gre;lt night for the
starters, especially in the early going:
we had to get some fresh guys in there
to :;top their run," Anderson said.
"(Junior guard Antonio) Hcnde!'llon,
(senior guard Rashard) Harris und
Gunior forward James) Singleton
played well for us in ltm1ted minutes."
Harris threw in 10 point~ in the
comeback effort and said the win v.ns
a team effort. and a huge pickup.
"Every member of the team works

hard in practice. and when it comes
our tum to be in there. we are expected to do good." Harris said. "We manag(,-d to stop them defensively. and the
crowd got back into the game, and we
started coming back."
Also leading the way for the Racers
were Singleton. who had a doubledouble with 15 points and 12
rebound.~. along "ith six blocks, and
Henderson. who had eight points, five
rebound-; and one block.
"Our bench really played hard in
the game, and it showed the team's
heurt and resiliency in making the
comeback that late in the game."
Anderson said.
Thl' Racers only shot 32 percent
from the lield in the litsl half, but 60
percent :-hooting in the second half
aided in their comeback cause, including going ll·for-13 in the game from
the frl!'e-throw line.
"It was like a different game in the
second half. but that's why you play
all 40 minutes." Harrh said.
After getting within live at 65-60,
UAB pu~hcd the lead back up to nine
with 3:06 lefl in the game. but backt()-bad: dunks by Singleton tied the
game 'ol.ith under a minute to play.
"Our defense managed to completely alter their shooting, and we controlled lhe boards to get some good
~thots on the offensive end.·· Anderson
said. "It wal> an overall turnaround and
a huge victory."
The Racers scored the last 14 points
unanswered and sealed tbe deal on a
buaer-beating dunk by sophomore
forward Cuthben Victor. who finished
the game with 13 points.

(l...eft): Murray
junior
forward James Singleton and
junior guard Antonio Henderson attempt to strip the
ball from an Alabama-Birmingham opponent during the
Racers, 74-69 win Saturday.
Singleton led MSU ~-ith 15
points and 12 rebounds, and
Henderson
scored
eight
points 11nd dished out a cote~tm-high three assists.
The Racers head to Louisville to
compete tonight against Virginia Tech
in the fi!'llt round of the Jim Thorpe
Association Ba~ketball Classic in
Louiwille. A win coupled with a
Louisville win over Wisconsin-Milwaukee 'ol.ill pit MSlJ against the Cardinals on Saturday.

The Racers return home Dec. 20 to
start Ohio Valley Conference action
against Tennessee State.
'The team is really Marting to gc:J.
and the new guys are learning from
thc experienced pla}crs," lla1Tis said.
"We should be in good shape ~:ome
time for OVC :tetton.''

(Above); A UAB player
ends up on Henderson's
hack during a scramble.
Photos by Ryan Brooks/The News
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MSU loses at Indiana State Women split two 1n
BY

CHRIS JUNG

occasion~.

the Racers went on

SPOR TS WR ITER

a 9 -2 run to close the half at

The Murray State men ' s
basketball team lost its second contest of the 200 I season Monday. falling to nonconference opponent Indiana
State 74·66. The announced
attendance or 4.722 at the
Hulmun Center in Terre
Haute, Ind.. snw its home
team take an early lead over
the Racers. The Sycamores
jumped to a fa<;l start. hitting
nine of their tirst eleven -.hots
from the field . and had a
commanding 26-12 lead e;.trly
in the tir.-.t half.
Head
Coach Teve~ter
Anderson said he has had a
difficult time determin ing
which Racer team ""ill show
up each night. On several
occasions already thi s year,
the Racers have found thent·
sclves playing from behind to
come back and win . However. Anderson <;aid the other
Murray team that -.how~ up i'
the one thai 'tart<; strong and
wins big.
"We definitely are looking
to improve <>ur defensive
unit,'' Ander-.on said. "However. l'm having a hard time
deciding on which lineup tn
go with becau~c it -.ecrno; like
when we get behind. we ~eem
to play with a different kind
of inten-.ity:·
Down 14 !Xlrnts on sever.tl

36-29. MSU was led by
Justin Burdine. who had 15
poinb,
and
Antione
Whelchel. who had l4 points
and
a
career-high
J7
rebounds. Junior forward
Jame~ Singleton had
12
points and seven rebounds in
just 16 minutes of action.
The Racers did not quit in
the second half. and actually
cut the lead to five a! 39-34
with 18: 16 left in the game.
lSU quickly pushed back
ahead by 12 only two minutes
later.
ISU took command of the
game midway through the
.,econd half. Leading 48--B
with II :29 remaining. Djibril
Kante gave the Sycamores
some breathing room with a
13-consecutive-point -.coring
.,treak.
Kantc lini~hed the contest
with a ~arcer- high and teamhigh 19 points in the victory.
as well u~ a learn-high nine
rt:bound..;. Kante and fellow
front -line -member Teren~e
Avery, who scored t!ight
point.; and tallied eight
rl:'bounds,
allowed
the
Syl·amore guards many open
shots from the outside. Jndianu State shut nearly 50 percent from the iield and 70
percent from the free-throw
line during the game. and
three other Sycamore' tallied

double figures in the Racers'
loss.
Anderson and the Racers
will return to action tonight at
Freedom Hall for the Jim
Thorpe CJu-.sic in Louisville.
The Racers will match up
against a very large Virginia
Tech team in th~: lirst round.
"They arc the biggest and
most phy~ical team we have
played yet this year." Anderson said . "This i~ the same
team that went on the road
and took •• top-ten team in
Virginia down to the final
buzzer. They ' re flat-out
tough ."
If the Racers defeat Virginia Tech, they will go on to
play the winner of the match
between Louiwille und Wiscon::.in-Milwaukee in the
championship game .
"It \\ould be a nice
matchup if we were to play
Louiwille." Anderson sui d.
··we are prc11y much the
'iame size. and it would he a
great game. llowcvcr, don't
count nut Milv.uuk~:c - Wi-. 
cnn~in . I wouldn't be surprised to ..,ec those guy-. in the
finah."
The Racers and Holdcs tipoff ut !5:30 p.m. central tirne
at Prccdom Hull. Thl'Y will
play either Louiwillc or Wi..,.
con..,in-Milwaukee on Saturday. The championship will
be at 7 p.m.. and the ~on sol a
tion will he at 4 :30p.m

tournament at Indiana
Bv JusnN McGILL
SPORTS EDITOR

For the second time in us many
weekends, Murray State split two
game~; in an early-,eason tournument. One week after losing to
Texas A&M-Corpus Christi and
defeating Ea~tern lllinoi~ in tht!
Koch Petroleum Classic at T AMCCU , the Racers fell to Northern Arizona and beat Jllinois State at the
llolida) lnn/ Fazoli' s Tournamt:nt
at Indiana University.
Nonhem Ari70na beat MSU 6359 on Friday. The Racers followed
that with a 65-55 win Saturday over
ISU.
Head Coach Edd1e Fields said
UNA wa.., the best team MSU has
played thi:. ' cason.
"They are the be:.t team we' ve
pla}cd. without question:· Field<>
'iaid. "We had chance~ late in th~
game. but there were some thin g~
that we needed to do anJ didn' t."
Murray State trailed 3.~ -24 at
h,llftirne but trimmed the deficit to
within a basket late in the second
half before falling four po1nt~ 'ihort.
Senior forward Deni ~e McDonaJJ swred a gmne-high 15 points
and grabbed a career-high Io
rebound~ . Senior forward Susan
Tackett scored 13 points. and
..,ophomore guard Megan ruqua
wcm J-for-4 fw m 3- f}()int runge:
und ' c"red 12 pomh

The Racers and UNA were nearly even in every statistical category
except for free-throw shooting.
MSU made only four of 12
aucmpts. while UNA made 14 of
22.
'"There's nothing lo free throws
except for concentration." Tackett
said. "It did hurt us. but there were
other mental mistake.;, and tbey all
add up."
Murmy State followed the loss
with n 65-55 win over Illinois State.
The Racers led 25-22 at halftime.
Improved free-throw ~hooting and
continued ~ucces~ from the perimeter helped them enm a 10-point victory.
Freshman guurd Brittany Park
made t1 ve of eight 3-point shots. led
ull pia yen. "irh 17 point.., and was
named to the all-tournament team.
TacJ.;cu scored I(l points for the
Racer ....
MSU made :.even of 18 shots
Irom behind the arc, and went 16for-'22 from the frcc· throw line.
Murray State ho-.ts Its first Ohio
Valley Conference gume of the o;ea"<>n at 2 p.m . Sunday against Tennessee M<trtin . The game will be
the Racer'' last home contest unti I
Jan. 5.
"We need to improve on playing
40 minutes." Tackett said. ' 'That's
what i' keeping us back. We' re
playing in spuns. and we need to
pul a whtJic game together."
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OVCActlin

James Singleton,

.... Scora

Brittany Park
James Singleton

IM:.4

land Brittany P~rk

.-Polat70

are in this w~s
Racer SportUght.

Singleton, junior

forward on the
men's basketball

team. scored 36
points, gtabbed 26
:reboundS and
blocked eight shots
in Murray State's
three games last
week.
Park, freshman
guard on the women's basketball
~earn, went 5-for·S
from 3-point range
and scored a teamhigh 17 points in
Murray State's 6555 win Saturday
over Dlinois State.

Park was the
only Racer named
to ~e Holiday
lnn/Fazoli's Oassic
AJI-Tournament
Team.

EICII60

Thoroughbreds sign Fares,
Gray to bolster pitching staff
The Thoroughbreds have signed
two pitchers from the Western
Kentucky area for the 2003 season.
Billy Fares, who plays baseball
for Apollo High Schoot comes to
the 'Breds from Owensboro. He is
a 6-3, 180-pound right-handed
pitcher who had an 11-0 record
and a 1.70 earned run average for
AHS. Fares helped lead his team to
the district and regional championships last season.
Greg Gray is a junior-college
graduate from Southern Union
State College in Wadley, Ala. Gray,
from Henderson, was a member of
the 2000 Kentucky champion highschool team. He is a 6-1, 185pound right-hander who will be a
closer for the Thoroughbreds.
The 'Breds open their season on
Feb. 15 with a three-game set at
Southeastern Louisiana.

Fastfact
Tile first Heisman Trophy was
awarded in 1935.
Originally present-

ed as the DACTmphy by the Down·

town Athletic Club
of New York City,
th~ troJ:!hy was slated for the best coJ~
lege football player
ea~t of the Missis·

stppi, Jav
Beivlangtr (HB,

•

Chicago) was the
first recipient, ln
1936, players across
tthe cuuntcy ~ame
eligible for this
honor and the tfo.
phy was renamed
for former DAC
Athletic Director
John W. Heisman.

Racers win third game of year

against Tennessee-Chattanooga
Senior guard Justin Burdine
scored 21 points to help lead the
Racers to a 72-63 win over Ten-

Standings
Overall
5-1
4-1
4-2

3-2
4-3
3-3

The women's basketball team
traveled to Lipscomb University
on Tuesday and lost 75-61.
MSU d ug themselves an early
hole and never got back into the

3-1
2-l
0-4

Tod.ay
Murray State vs Vlqpnia Tech
(11m Thorp!! Classic@ Loui~ville), '1:30
p.m ~

Saturd.ay

Tenne:;see Tech@ New Mexico State,
8p.m.
Murr~y

iTTU 109

gam e. At halftime M u rray State
trailed Lipscomb by 15.
In the first half MSU sho t 32.1
p ercent from the field and 36.4
from 3-point ran ge. Lipscomb,
h owever, shot 46.9 percent from
the field and 66.7 percent from 3point range in the fi rst half.
T h e 15-p oint deficit a n d 21
turnovers were too much to overcome. MSU sh o t 39.4 percent from
th e field a n d 31.3 percent from
behind the arc in the second h alf.
Murra y Sta te was led by fresh man guard Brittan y Park; wh o
sco red 19 points in 21 minu tes of
play. Fellow freshman g uard
Rebecca Reming ton ha d 11 points
in 35 minutes of play. Senior gua rd
En iko Verebes pulled dow n a
team -h igh eigh t reb o unds a n d
eight assists in th e loss. Senior forward Susan Tack e tt h ad n ine
points and three rebounds in the
losing effort.

IWnharCit 49
Det. 3
UT-MarHn81

Bethel 57
ISU74
MSU66

Det. 1.
MSU74
UA869
BdState81
APSU 60
Ul81
TSU63

........ Ill
EIW74

Womea's Scores
0..2
EKU81

HIP Point 52
FSU89

Women's basketball falls behind
early, loses by 15 at Upscomb

OVC Men's
Basketball Schedule

OVC Men's
Tennessee Tech
UT-Martin
Murray State
Morehead State
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee State
Austin Peay
Eastern Kentucky
SEMO

nessee-Cha ttanooga. The v ictory
brought MSU's record to 3-1.
After leading the entire firs t half,
a three-point halftime lead evaporated, and the Racers fo und themselves down one with 15:40 to go
in the second half.
A 3-pointer by Burdine with
14:43 to go in the second haJf gave
the Racers a lead th ey would never
relinquish.
Another Racer contributing to
the win was senior forward
Antione Whelchel, w ho had 10
points and eight rebounds in th e
contest. Sophomore forward Cuthbert Victor added two points of h is
own and led the Racers w ith fou r
assists. Victor and sophomore center Andi Hornig fin ished with
three blocks each. Junior James
Singleton had nine points and
seven rebounds in the nine-point
victory.

State VII. Wisconsin-Milwaukee or
Louisville. TBA
~sl•·rn 'Kentucky@ Dayton, II a.rn .
Ashury@ Morehead, t1 p.m .
East~m llllno•s@ We&tem Illinois. 4 p.m .
Wl-.!1-rn Kentud<y @Austin l'edy, 2 p.m .
Tennessee State@ Middle Tenne>~.
7p.m .
1\.orlhern Alabama @ SEMO, 7:.30 p m
No rthern Arizona@ UT-Martin, 6 p.m ..

APSU65
........ 57
Ryan Brooks/The News

Murray State junior forwa rd Antione
Sports Briefly is compiled by Assis- Whelchel scores two of his nine points
tant Sports Editor Kevin Thomas and in the Racers' 74-69 win Saturday
Staff Writer Chris jung.
over Alabama-Birmingham.

OVC Women's

OVC Women's
Basketball Schedule

Standings
Morehead State
Eastern Kentucky
SEMO

TenneSSI..>e Tedl
Murray State
Austin Peay
Tennessee State

UT-Martin
Eastern Illinois

Overall
5-1

4-1
5-2
3-3
3-4
2·3

1-'4
1-5
0-7

T oday
Eastem Kentucky@ Florida Inl'l, 6 p.m.
Saturday
Eastern T<t>ntuclcy@ Florida Atlantic, 2 p.m.
Morehead @Oakl<~nd, I p.m .
TennesseeState@South('~ Illinois, 2 pm,
Eastern !Uinois@ lPFW, noon
Samford@ SEM0,5:30p.m.
Sunday
Uf-Marbn@ Murray State, 2 p.m.

Intramural Football
Tournament
Championships

Elon 56
IM:.l
EICII75

/Eion58

~-93
.... Polnt76

MSU65
lllnDil State 55
l,orola-Chlcaco 80
E1U64

Men
Outlaws26

Mandingos 18

TSU74
Lipscomb 72

Women
Alpha Gamma Delta 20
White College 14

Missouri 80

Tennessee Tech @ Middle Tl'mlessee, 2 p .m.

SEM062

t
Source: ESPN

Grades No Longer
Mailed!!

P.... President...........................................................................Wendy Davis '~
1 VP Academic Development...................................Michelle Byassee <i~JJ·~

••

Risk Management.......................................................Brooke Brittain ~
Philanth_r~pic c~air..............................................................:Julie Janes 'b
VP Admtmstratlon..........................................................Julte Hoffman ~-~
Panhellenic Voting Delegate........................................Tara Chander ~
VP Education..................................................................jennifer Payne 'b
VP of Recruitment...........................................................stacey Fuller ~·~
Recording secretary........................................................Ginger smith ~
: ._ Corresponding secretary......................................................Robin Hill ~
I7I Treasurer...............................................................................Nacy Gates
Chapter Relations .................................................................Lacy Clapp ~
P'~1 New. Memb~r Educator.............................................Michelle.Houser '~
a I Public Relataons Chair................................................Stephame Elder ··~
1 Social Chairs.........................................Natalie Bringham, Amy Hille ~
P'..1 A!umnae Relations.........................................................susan Greene 'b
5
Rttual...................................................................Meredtth Vanderford fli/IJ·~
Melissa Barron
~ ~
•
·r
h.
.;:11. corporatt~n ................:···················.............................jenn1.er
Gut ne \'--.
I 1 Panhellemc Non-Votmg Delegates.................................Leah Koster ~ I!J
Stephanie McDaniels
1
Activit!es Chairs ................:..........................Emily Wells, Kelly Drane ,._.
11 Magazmes/Ordenng Chatr................................................ Ashley Beyl ~-~ ,
Assistant Chapter Relations.................................courtney Griffiths ~
Historian........................................................................Emily Wayland ,._.
Assistant Treasurer...•....................•...............................•..Shae Barnes ,.·~
Assistant Recruitment Chair.......................................Annie Walker ~
~~ lntramu!'lls.......................................................................Brod~klhe Davis __..\~
Composttes...................................................................Mere It Gates ~ ~
~ ~ Song Leaders.........................................Annie cruise, Kelly Watson ~
Environmentai.............................................................Kris Ann Kaiser '~
0~
1 1 Awards .............................................Brandy House, Lauren johnston ·~~
lains............................................Annie cruise Chalise
'"'f

...ao·D

••

q

:z

f4

I,

IMPORTANT: Check your PIN before leaving campus and be sure all
fines and account balances are paid.
To have your PIN reset visit the Registration Office, 1st floor, Sparks Hall.
Photo I.D. required.
Administrative Offices and Racer-Touch will be closed December 22 •
January 1st.
For questions or concerns contact reglstratlon@murraystate.edu

View And Print Your
Fall 2001 Semester Grades*
And
Spring 2002 Class Schedule
Via RACERNET
* Students who have an account balance will not be able to access their

grades until their balance has been paid in full after January 2, 2002.
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Crew team honors memory of president's wife
object.
" Having rowed as a graduate student at Oxford. you becom~ very
close and superstitious about the
power of your boat," Alexander
said. "Your boat is a vital part of
the team. your I Oth person."
The boat itself is black and 60feet long. The crew team purchased
it from Vespoli. a New Haven. Ct ..
company that makes racing shells.
McDaniel also said when the
team was looking to buy the boat, it
decided that the name of the boat
would be determined by who gave
the team the mo~t support..
"We decided since his father
(former University President Kern
AleJtander) donated the most
money toward the boat, we would
name it after (King Alexander's)
wife," McDaniel said.
The boat costS 19,000. McDaniel
was unsure of the exact amount
donated by Kern Alexander, but he
said a majority of the money used
to buy the boat had come from the
former MSU president. The rest of
the money was raised through fund
raisers put on by the crew team.
King Alexander said his support
of the team was a reason for the
naming of the bom.
Said Alexander: "They kno w
Karri Rubec.k,/T/Je News
how supportive I am of the men' s
Murray
State
University
President
King
Alexander
pours
champagne
to
finalize
the
men's
crew
team's
boat
dedication
ceremony at
crew teams and the women' s row-.
basketball
game
Nov.
19.
The
boat
was
named
Elizabeth
I
after
Alexander
's
wife,
who
d
ied
of
breast
cancer
in January.
the
Racers'
ing teams."

BY K EVIN THOMAS
A SSISTANT S PORTS EDITOR

The men's crew team recently
held a ceremony in which it
announced its new boat would be
named Elizabeth I .
The naming. which occurred
during halftime of the men' s basketball game Nov. 19, is significant
in that the boat is named after University President King Alexander's late wile. Elizabeth Alexander died of breast cancer in January.
" l was surprised and pleased by
the announcement," Alexander
said.
Alexander :.aid he was reminded
of his wife at first glance.
''Like my wife , (the boat) was
extremely classy and beautiful."
Alexander said.
Senior Kelly McDaniel, captain
of the crew team, said the dedication of the boat has pushed the
team harder to win.
" It has brought us extra motivation,'' McDaniel said. " It is the
men's tirst boat since the women
jumped to a varsity sport."
When the boat hit the water in
Cincinnati this fall . the crew team
captured a gold medal.
A fonner graduate student on the
rowing team at Oxford. Alexander
said the boat was an inspirational

Track team prepares for season's first competition
loud and clear.
" We have a shot," Doty said. "With
the addition of several of the football
players and some strong junior-college
transfers. this is rhe besr-looking group
that I' ve had since I arri ved buck in Murray .''
The strong balance among the men 's
track and field evenrs will play a major
role in racking up po ints on friday.
Dave Bowerso x, senior jumper. has
exceeded heights of up to 15 feet in the
pole vault.
Murray State should also dominate the
cross-country portion of the event. Sev-

BY C HRIS JUNG
S TAFf WR ITER

I

I ..

The Murray State track and field team
will kick off its much-anticipated 200 l
season today when it competes in the
Southern lllinois Invitational in Carbondale.
With teams from Middle Tennessee
and SEMO in the s potlight over the past
few years, 200 I could be the break-our
year for Head Coach Bob Doty and his
squad. Doty, who is entering his seventh
season. is confident and said he has one
main message that he wants to be heard

thrower Jon Cnrgill , has recorded throws
as far us 52 feet. Knippen is confident in
the group of throwers. but recognized
thut the invitational is simply a test for
the team.
"Thi'i weekend will be good for us as
a team," Knippen said. "ll will really
show how much we have improved. We
should have a good showing and hopefully will prove to everyone that we are
for real. "
The women's team will focus on the
track aspect, as the spri nting evems
should he a strong suit. Joan LeHman,
sophomore sprinter from Toronto.

eral member:. from the cross-country
team, which finished 12th an the NCAA
regional , will compete for the track
team. Jeremy Kirk. "enior di ~ tance runner, and Ryan Davis, junior distance
runner. will pace their respective area.
The throwing event-. have abo taken
on a new look. With a change in coach·
ing. more weight lifting and insic.le c.lrills
have been implemented, und they uppear
to have made an impact. SuphonH>re
thrower Brian Knippen will be a standout in the shot-put event. Knippen. who
will throw with junior throwers Garrett
Middleton and Jay Matheny and senior

Ontario, joined the Murray squad thb
year. and Doty snid this season will be a
challenge to the young runners.
" Having so many youngsters should
be a challenge," Doty said . " With having
a good umount of freshmen and sophomores, we will be looking to improve
more than anything.''
Dot)' o;aid the meet at SIU will give
MSU a glimpse at how successful they
can be this year. and the teum will take
advan tage of thut.
" l think this is just u testament to our
teum.'' Doty said. "We look forward to
that opportunity .''

•
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Faculty:
Senate members ask:
nine-month contract?
From Page 1
legislators know what we do, not only on
a state level, but a national level."
Alexander said one example of Murray
State leacling nationally is the residential
college program. He said the University
of Pennsylvania is among the schools
implementing the Murray State residential-college model.
Even if Murray State shows the state
legislature its accomplishments in recent
years and proves it should be on the same
level as Louisville and UK, that may not
be enough to get more revenue allocated
to schools outside the "Golden Triangle,"
Alexander said.
"The politics of this are really getring
messy,'' he said. "It's not always about
the issue; it's about the people involved
in the issue."
Alexander, who was leaving for Frankfort after the Faculty Senate meeting.
said a recent issue on the state agenda is
the push to have University employees
placed under the state medical plan with
public school teachers and other state
workers. Ken Bowman, Faculty and
Staff Insurance and Benefits Committee
chair• .said the switch could cost University employees around $350 more in premiums.
"For some reason, Jieople believe higher education got off easy because retirees
are funded through the state system. and
we' re able to afford lower premiums,"
Alexander said. "Everyone expects all of
this money to be saved. and we really
don't think that is going to happen."
Another issue discussed at the Faculty
Senate meeting was the possibility of
replacing the 10-month contract with a
nine-month contract. which would give
faculty more time to work on federallyfunded research projects. 1n tum. Murray
• State's presence as a research institution
would heighten. ln Kentucky, only M urray State and Northern Kentucky University employ I 0-month contracts, and
Faculty Senate President Bill Call said
the last figures he had been given said 94
percent of universities across the country
are on nine-month contracts.
Alexander said research projects are
imperative for getting sUite funding, and
professors should alert him to the
research they are conducting.

"No one in Fr.mkfort realizes one in
five of our student'> are graduate students; they think we're an undergraduate
institution," Alexander to ld the Faculty
Senate. " I don't have enough infom1ation
about the research we do. ·I do certainly
need information on the projects and
publications you're working on so I can
use those and promote those everywhere
l go."
"One thing we know in bad economies
is state legislatures love federal research
money, but they hate faculty doing
research," she said. "They want you to
teach more students because it becomes
an efficiency issue. I think we need to
(conduct research). I couldn't have
taught my classes without the research I
did."
Call said switching to a nine-month
contmct would be beneficial to all those
involved.
"It's just a win-win situation for everyone." Call said.
Alexander's appearance at the Faculty
Senate meeting was his first since the
Board of Regents chose him as University president in September. Upon the •
Regents' selection of Alexander, the
Senate issued two resolutions: one criticizing the Board for what the Senate
viewed a<; a flawed search process. and
the second pledging to develop a good
working relationship with Alexander.
During the meeting, senators listened
intently to Alexander and nodded in
agreement with many of his views.
Call said Alexander and the Senate had
a good introduction to each other.
"He observed how the Senate worked,
and was able to share views of what was
happening with the state budget with the'
faculty," Call said. "lt was a very productive time. I hope he attends more senate meetings in the future so he can hear
the needs and views of the faculty."
Call said he could not recall how many
times former University President Kern
Alexander came to Faculty Senate meetings. but said the times he did come. it
involved requesting the Senate to do
something or tening the Senate something. "He d id not come in general to
listen to us," Call said. "He came when
he wanted to or had something to say."

The lientlemen of Alpha
!iigma Phi would like to
congratulat:e the following:
Our l\lewe&t Initiated Brother&

Collin. Baker
Joe Ben. Bogle
On..drej Chudik
Kiah Clayton.
Jim Dudley
Bryan Garner
TJ Garrett
Jeff Heacox
Derek Jackson
Frank Kirk
S e th McGregor
Josh Rus sell
Aaron 'l'yrie
Lane Ury
Our Recently Elected Officer&
President - Joe Ponder

Vice President - John David Son
Secretary - Brett Keohan
Treasurer - Ryan Hahn
Marsh al - Eric Morski
Corres ponding Secretary - Shannon
Reb urn
Sergeant At Arms - Kyle Rose
Alumni - Sean Stonecipher
Scholarship - J ohn McGehee
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Sculpture class encourages
creative response to tragedies
BY TAYLOR EWING
STAFF WRITER

Murray State is contributing to the healing of World
Trade Center victims and
their families through a Sept.
11 memorial design clasl>,
which will be offered next
semester.
The memorial design clao;s,
taught by visiting sculptor-inresidence Ed Breathitt. will
design and promote a memorial in honor o f the Sept. I I
tragedy.
Breathitt, who created the
Rainey T. Wells statue after
winnning a competition in
1997. described the class a~ a
creative response to the
tragedy. He said he came up

with the idea for the project
after watching an interview
with a New York City planner
on television.
''lt made me think of what
my response as an artist
would be ... Breathitt said. '·I
think a question we all ac;k
ourselves is. 'What can I do'?'
That' s what this project is all
about.··
Jale Heustis, senior from
Louisville and a student in the
class, had a similar response
to the tragedy.
..lt seemed so pointless to
be painting. but then l was
like. 'What else am 1 going to
do?'," Heustis said. " I had to
stop and thmk: If I wasn't
going to light in this war, I
should be doing something

useful."
Breathitt said he also created the class to teach art students how to market and promote their work.
"Art curriculums don' t put
much focus on the marketing
and promotional skills students will need after they
graduate," Breathiu said.
"This cla-.s will g ive them the
practical experience they can
carry with them for life.''
Breathitt said the goal of the
class is not to install a monument, but to present a design.
'The focus of the class il>
designing, marketing and presenting a complete scale
model and two prints o f the
memorial,'' Breathitt said.
Breathitt said although the

design is not yet complete, the
class has come up with several ideas.
"The memorial design will
include an existing fragment
of the south tower, figurative
elements and water featu res
all based on a sacred geometry grid, which was the design
foundation of the great cathedrals. temples and cities."
Breathitt said.
Damon Harris, senior from
Metropolis. HI., said a project
like this is significan t to the
nation's healing.
'Terrorism is such a psy~hological weapon," Harris
sa1d. "A perfect answer to that
is this project. ll says not only
are we not broken by this, but
we're better,"

Jobs:
Kentucky wants recent grads to stay in state
From Page 1
al Association of Colleges
and Employers, a survey it
conducted showed 39 percent
of employer respondents
expected to hire fewer new
graduates. while 52.1 percent
intend to stick to their origi·
nal projections. and 8.9 percent think they' ll increase
their hiring. The survey also
showed 23. 1 percent of those
surveyed had delayed recruitment they intended to cond uct this fall u ntil spring.
T he newsletter also said the
top-five
characteristics
employers currently look for
are communication skills
(oral
and
written).
honesty/integrity, teamwork
skills. interpersonal skills and
strong work ethic.
On a state level. Kentucky
is trying to attract jobs in
order to get Kentucky graduates to stay in the state after
graduation and help improve

the falling economy. The
process of losing graduates to
other states is often referred
to as "brain drain," but
Patrick Kelly, senior associate for information and
research for the Council on
Postsecondary
Education.
said the term is overused,
considering what little statistics have been compiled on
the subject.
"T he problem is there is
not much comparison data
with other states, so we don· t
know if (Kentucky) is doing
good or bad compared to
other states,'' Kelly said. "We
are starting to find some
comparison data. but nor
enough to show whether
Kentucky is doing good or
bad.''
Kelly sa.id a-study conducted by the CPE showed 61
percent of public-university
graduates are working in

' ··

Kentucky five years after
graduation, while 73 percent
are living in Kentucky after
graduation.
When d ividing up particular job markets, Kelly said
the CPE study showed 71
percem of education majors
were still working in Kentucky five years after graduation, while 60 percent of
business majors, 69 percent
o f health majors, 50 percent
of science, engineering and
informational
technology
majors and 57 percent of
other majors are still working
in Kentucky five years after
graduation.
Kelly said the CPE is particularly concerned about the
number of science and engineering graduates the state is
losing. in addition to keeping
only 17 percent of out-ofstate students in the state five
years after graduation. Ke lly
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said the CPE is working with
the newly formed Office of
the New Economy to keep
both in-state and out-of-state
students in Kentucky after
they graduate.
Meloan said while Kentucky may not have jobs for
a ll graduates, the state is
working hard to become an
attractive location for companies and those in the job market.
"Let's face it: we're landlocked. We' re not going to
have jobs for marine biologists,'' Meohan said. "Kentucky is poised: we're just
not there yet. Our readiness
to jump into the new employment situation that's going to
affect the nation isn' t coin·
ciding with this downturn in
terms of job~. Kenrucky is
going to keep a lot of its gr aduates (in the future), some of
its best people, too."

~L~1-rz~

Congratulations to the
following sisters on
their engagements and
lavaliers:
Lavaliers
M e lani e Brew er
Jamie Vi e rkant

~L~1-rz~

Engagements
Erin Bruner
Kacey Condi ct
Laura D avidson
Amy Jones
Cheryl Osting
Apri I Putnam
Misty Reed
Juli a Shola r
Stepha nie W arford
Erin Win e

-1
Order of Omega

'

Summer "0" Leaders

M e lanie Brew e r
Kat e G aston
Apri I Putnam

Anni e Law son
Kat e G ast o n
M aril ee Morgan

Omicron Delta Kappa

Gamma Sigma Alpha

M e lanie Brew e r
Kate Gasto n

M e lani e Brew e r
Amberl y Ro llins
Ni c ol e She lto n

Gamma Beta Phi
Les lie Petway
M o lly Ershi g
Elle n G ro mmet

Editor - Kevin Thomas
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Congratulations to
Melanie on being in
Miss MSU!
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Order your textbooks
online at www.bradleybook.com
or toll free at 1-888-266-5040

BRADLEY
BOOK COMPANY
DISCOUNT COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS

1303 Chestnut Street, Murray e 753-8767
One block east of the Curris Center, next to Cqpy Plus

.

ALL NEW BUYBACK PROGRAM
.nets you up to 71 %
of your Money Back!
We will buy books you bought at the Curris Center,
and don't forget that we have the ...
..

Guaranteed Lowest Price
on College Textbooks ....

I I I

~ .

.Eiave a good Christmas!

I
I

*All buyback prices are subject to inventory quota and condition of text.
I

S tea s andSpirits
'Est. 2001

Live Band and Finals Party!

oosier Dadd
$5 cover charge includes
Hot Appetizer Bar with
Hot Wings, Swedish Meatballs, and Jalapeno
Potato Poppers
* Limited Seating available so come early! *

1lpsca{e 'Dintng at affordab{e Prices
•759-4696•

(

•759-5030•

